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Caroline Robe is 
a senior seeking 
a Bachelor of  
Fine Arts degree in 
painting. The Stanhope 
scholarship helped 
Caroline fulfill 
her dream of 
studying art  
at the Aegean 
Center for 
Fine Arts in 
Greece.
‘‘
‘‘
Charles V. Stanhope ‘71,  
Honors College Study Abroad  
Fellowship Endowment Fund
    I established this fund to 
celebrate the excellent  
UMaine undergraduate 
education I received.  
I had opportunities  
in my work-life to travel 
around the country and  
the world. Those travel  
opportunities taught me 
about the places I visited  
and I also discovered  
what made Maine a  
special place for me.  
I am very happy that  
my fund helps UMaine 
students travel as part of their 
undergraduate education, 
something I wasn’t able  
to do.
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the future.
Education is changing in America. Not only are 85% of students attending public colleges and 
universities, those students are following more targeted educational paths to give them an edge in a competitive 
working world. 
It’s the difference between taking a music class, and being able to participate in intensive music workshops 
lead by professional musicians. Or, studying agriculture from a book, instead of getting hands-on insight and 
training from a state-of-the-art soil laboratory made possible by donors like you. 
When you give to the Foundation, you’re not only 
supporting a future, you’re directing scholarships and 
funds to students who are following in your footsteps. 
You’re opening doors for them, and giving them the tools 
and confidence to succeed. 
Creating a scholarship or tailoring funds to your areas 
of interest is simple. Many donors who know they want 
to continue giving into the future make deferred gifts 
through a charitable trust, gift annuity, pooled life 
income fund, or bequest. The Foundation can work with 
you to find the best way for you to leave a lasting legacy 
at the University of Maine. When you’re a donor, you’re 
also a mentor, and that’s an invaluable influence on our 
school community.  
What matters to our 
students is what 
matters to you. 
They benefit from 
your passion and 
commitment to the 
arts, sciences, outdoor 
recreation—whatever 
was important to you 
while you were carving 
your course at the 
University of Maine.
Students at the University of Maine are no different, and while  
general financial support helps, more and more students are  
benefiting from direct donations to specific programs.
Thank you for your support.
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‘‘
‘‘
Joanne Miller ‘59,  
Sanford and Joanne Miller  
Onward Program Scholarship
Pamela Shimmel  
is a recipient of the  
Miller’s scholarship.  
A non-traditional student,  
Pamela lives in Old Town.  
She is a mother and  
grandmother who returned  
to school after 25 years  
and is majoring in nursing.
             Sonny and I established the Sanford and  
           Joanne Miller Onward Program Scholarship  
              to support students in need,  
            especially those who were seeking  
            a new start for themselves.  
           My late husband, Sonny,  
          was a quiet philanthropist  
         who believed strongly  
        that education was the key.  
      He dedicated his life to  
       helping others succeed.
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‘‘‘‘
Matt Mangene played on the UMaine hockey team until this past spring when  
he signed an entry-level contract with the NHL’s Philadelphia Flyers. Matt was a 
perfect fit for the Allen’s scholarship that was established to help those feisty,  
scrappy, competitive student-athletes who might spend time in the penalty box.
  
          Our  
   family’s love  
 of hockey and the  
    desire to assist a hockey player    
   with an education led us  
           to establish the Telford M. Allen  
         Family Scholarship Fund.
Karen and Telford Allen,   
Telford M. Allen Family Scholarship Fund
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‘‘ ‘‘Living up to the legend        of the Class of 1944 has                   inspired us to leave a legacy.             It is a goal that  
       future generations  
            can strive  
                    to achieve.   
Ashley Robinson, Owen McCarthy 
and Matthew Ciampa,
Class of 2010 Officers
Team Maine is composed of students  
whose mission  
is to assist new students in their transition  
to the University of Maine community  
and, along the way, foster a sense of pride 
in UMaine. Pictured here are Jacky 
Deng, 4th-year student, Biochemistry, 
and Shelby Saucier, 4th-year student, 
Antropolology with a minor  
in Spanish.
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The Traditions Garden
Project of the Class of 2010
With Jacky and Shelby are Team Maine students Pricilla Dimitre, 4th-year, Child Development and Family Relations,  
and Ty Patterson, 4th-year, Journalism.
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Ellen K. Stinson ‘68  
Chair of the Board 
The theme for this year’s annual report is about shaping the future—your legacy and lasting opportunities. 
When you give to the Foundation, you’re not only supporting a future, you’re directing scholarships and 
funds to students who are following in your footsteps. You’re opening doors for them, and giving them the 
tools and confidence to succeed.
This is a time of endings and new beginnings for the Foundation. As Amos Orcutt steps down as president/
CEO, the Foundation has never been in better shape. We have a strong committed board of directors; a clear 
vision for the future with President Paul Ferguson; a capable energetic staff; a beautiful office in Buchanan 
Alumni House and a new office in Falmouth. Under Amos Orcutt’s leadership, the Foundation has built an 
excellent reputation and a solid financial position with assets nearing $180 million.
Through a national search, the search committee, chaired by Darryl Brown, found the perfect successor 
among many highly qualified candidates. Dr. Jeffery N. Mills has extensive experience as a nonprofit 
fundraising and alumni relations leader in higher education. For the past seven years he served as vice 
president of University Advancement at Monmouth University, West 
Long Branch, NJ. Under Mills’ tenure, Monmouth University received 
a National Case Award for Improvement in Fundraising. He returns 
to familiar territory at the University of Maine where he previously 
served in the positions of vice president for University Advancement 
and president/CEO of the Alumni Association. In both of these 
positions he worked closely with the Foundation where he is known 
to staff and many alumni and friends who so generously support the 
University. Jeff is truly the right person to lead the Foundation and 
take it to the next level.
The quality of a university depends on a consistent source of revenue, 
year after year. That is precisely the value of a strong endowment.   
The Foundation brought in a total of nearly $12.4 million in FY 12, 
including a $7.9 million bequest; the third largest single gift in the 
University of Maine’s history.
 The Foundation holds 1,359 endowed funds. The University of Maine 
Foundation is honored to be a steward for endowed gifts that shape 
the future of the University and its students.
For all that you have done, we thank you. 
Letterfrom the
Chair of the  Foundation
Board of  Directors
   Ways of
                           Giving
‘‘
‘‘To keep opening doors for our students, we 
need your continuing 
support. Students 
represent the promise 
of the future. Through 
your support, you are 
shaping the future and 
leaving a legacy.
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The University of Maine Foundation specializes in planned gifts that include bequests, trusts and other 
life income plans. Planned giving is a unique philanthropic tool that allows you to support the University 
of Maine’s continued excellence while also fulfilling your own financial objectives. Planned gifts often have 
attractive tax benefits associated with them and can allow you to leave a legacy without diminishing assets 
during your lifetime.
A variety of assets can be used to establish a planned gift. From cash to real estate to tangible personal 
property, the Foundation staff is ready to assist you and your advisors to find the best fit for your personal 
circumstances.
Perhaps the most common form of a planned gift is through a bequest. If you wish to leave the University 
of Maine Foundation a bequest in your will or trust for a scholarship or some other purpose, you can 
amend your will or trust to reflect your wishes.
The following represents sample language for doing so.
“I give and bequeath to the University of Maine Foundation for the benefit of the University of Maine 
(possible choices below):
•  the sum of $___________________________________;  or
•  _________________________________ percent of my estate; or
•   the property described herein 
•   to establish (or benefit if already existing) the __________________________________ Fund. 
The principal of said Fund is to be endowed and only the income earned on the principal 
shall be used to provide financial assistance.”
For those individuals that have additional charitable interests outside the University of Maine, the 
Foundation can help you establish a donor-advised fund. This is a cost-effective alternative to a private 
family foundation and allows you to consolidate and manage all of your charitable giving.
Your gift to the University of Maine Foundation  
is the gift of a lifetime and an investment in the future.
Since 1934, the University of Maine Foundation’s role  
in supporting the University of Maine has been  
perpetuated by many alumni and friends who,  
through their generosity, share a common interest  
in strengthening the teaching, research and  
service mission of Maine’s land-grant university.
   Ways of
                           Giving
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A S S E T S  
 Cash and equivalents    $  167,960
 Other receivables      467,973
 Promises to give, less allowance for uncollectible promises of $50,000    481,965
 Short-term investments      3,565,711
 Cash surrender value of life insurance     138,544
 Long-term investments, endowment     148,298,359
 Long-term investments, life income plans     4,380,714
 Notes receivable     978,674
 Equity in Buchanan Alumni House     2,721,711
 Investment real estate     6,110,257
 Property and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation of $100,562    137,964
 Other assets      444,035
 Irrevocable trusts      11,324,421
 Assets managed for Buchanan Alumni House     318,749
 Net funding to be provided from Buchanan Alumni House     192,495
 Total assets    $  179,729,532
L I A B I L I T I E S  A N D  N E T  A S S E T S
 Accounts payable    $  41,490
 Distributions due income beneficiaries      1,890,383
 Accrued expenses       800,781
 Notes payable      1,030,492
 Custodial accounts payable      2,910,342
   Total liabilities     6,673,488
 Unrestricted net assets      4,546,307
 Temporarily restricted net assets      35,877,775
 Permanently restricted net assets      132,631,962
   Total net assets     173,056,044
 Total liabilities and net assets    $ 179,729,532  
EMERGING MARKET EQUITY 11.5%
FIXED INCOME 17.4%
REAL ASSETS/NATURAL  
RESOURCES 9.7%
US LARGE CAP EQUITY 21.5%
US MID/SMALL CAP EQUITY 8.9%
NON-US DEVELOPED EQUITY 15.2%
HEDGE STRATEGIES 11.7%CASH 4.1%
S T A T E M E N T  O F
F I N A N C I A L  P O S I T I O N
A s  o f  J u n e  3 0 ,  2 0 1 2
G E N E R A L  E N D O W M E N T  
F U N D
A S S E T 
A L L O C A T I O N
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R E V E N U E ,  G A I N S ,  L O S S E S  A N D  R E C L A S S I F I C A T I O N
 Contributions   $ 371,156  $ 1,338,566 $ 10,649,883 $ 12,359,605
 Investment income  (2,378,617)  (2,951,966)  2,014  (5,328,569)
 Investment income, life income plans  481,806  (613,995)  -   (132,189)
 Other revenue, gains and (losses)  (17,725)  230,914  (78,278)  134,911
 Net assets released from restrictions  8,286,332  (10,690,575)  2,404,243  - 
  Total revenue, gains, 
  losses and reclassification  6,742,952  (12,687,056)  12,977,862  7,033,758
E X P E N S E S  A N D  L O S S E S
 Distributions supporting University  6,784,775  -  -  6,784,775 
 Distributions to life income participants 481,806   -  -  481,806 
 Distributions, other  240,797  -  -  240,797 
 Program, other  418,074  -  -  418,074 
 Management and general  792,742  -  -   792,742
 Fundraising  823,969   -   -  823,969
  Total expenses  9,542,163  -  -  9,542,163
 Uncollectible promises to give  -  20,000  355,844  375,844
  Total expenses and losses  9,542,163   20,000  355,844  9,918,007
 Increase (decrease) in net assets  (2,799,211)   (12,707,056)   12,622,018   (2,884,249)
 Net assets,  
 beginning of year  7,345,518   48,584,831   120,009,944   175,940,293
 Net assets, end of year $ 4,546,307 $ 35,877,775 $ 132,631,962 $ 173,056,044
COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCES,  
FORESTRY AND AGRICULTURE 
9.3%
COLLEGE OF 
ENGINEERING 
6.0%
COLLEGE OF  
LIBERAL ARTS 
AND SCIENCES 
3.1%
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION  
AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
0.1%
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS,  
PUBLIC POLICY AND HEALTH 
0.2%
OTHER 
3.0%
OTHER  
UNIVERSITY  
SUPPORT 
15.0%
STUDENT 
SCHOLARSHIP 
SUPPORT 
59.2%
ATHLETICS 
1.7%
HONORS COLLEGE 
1.1%
STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP SUPPORT 
61.5%
     TEMPORARILY  PERMANENTLY 
     UNRESTRICTED  RESTRICTED  RESTRICTED TOTALS
PRESIDENT’S DISCRETION 
1.3%
A R E A S  o f  S U P P O R T
S T A T E M E N T  O F
A C T I V I T I E S
F o r  t h e  Y e a r  E n d e d  J u n e  3 0 ,  2 0 1 2
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Spending 
                           Policy
Every Foundation has a unique mission, culture and circumstance. Therefore, many elements 
contribute to our spending policy decision, especially our investment policy, asset allocation 
and inflation. Decisions about spending policies can have long lasting ramifications. It is 
important that our assets’ growth be available for the future generations of our intended 
beneficiaries.
The Foundation’s objective in managing its endowed funds is to generate an income stream for 
distribution to the University and provide for adequate growth in the endowments. To facilitate 
the achievement of these goals, the Foundation operates the General Endowment Fund on a 
total return basis, which focuses on the overall return of the investment portfolio including 
both investment income (interest and dividends) and capital appreciation (realized and 
unrealized). Under the total return method, an endowment spending rate of the invested assets 
is established versus only spending from interest and dividend income.
The Foundation’s spending rate, as established by its Board of Directors, is 5.25% of the five-
year average fair-market value of the investment pool. To provide for the accumulation of 
earnings, only endowment funds that have been in the General Endowment at least one year 
will be eligible for spending.
In addition to endowment spending, the University of Maine Foundation funds its operations 
by charging annually an administrative fee that is 1.25% of the endowment 
fund. The fee is reviewed annually by the Board of Directors.
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Wilson M. and Frances S. Alford Fund 
This fund was established through a bequest from 
Wilson M. Alford. Mr. Alford and his wife, Frances, 
both graduated from the University of Maine in 1941. 
Scholarships will be given to deserving students.
Babcock Educational Fund 
Richard K. Babcock, a member of the class of 1959, 
and his wife, Fadelma, established this scholarship 
fund for deserving students who are graduates of 
Washington County and Hancock County, Maine 
high schools.  
Parker A. Denaco ‘65 ‘75G Banking Scholarship
Parker Denaco established this fund to assist an 
outstanding junior, senior or graduate student 
in banking studies. It will be fully funded with a 
bequest.
Albert A. DiMillo, Jr. Sophomore Class  
Accounting Scholarship Fund 
Established by Albert A. DiMillo, Jr., a member of the 
Class of 1976, this fund is for deserving sophomore 
accounting majors. A preference will be given to 
graduates of Maine high schools, or non-Maine 
graduates with a significantly higher GPA.
Alton and Adelaide Hamm Fund
Alton and Adelaide Hamm created this fund with 
a planned gift. Alton was a member of the Class of 
1938 who passed away this year. The fund is two-
fold: it will provide support for the Alton ‘38 and 
Adelaide Hamm Student Design Project Lab for civil 
and environmental engineering students; and will 
also support activities, projects and programs at the 
University.
Hazel M. Harrison ‘48 Fund
Hazel Harrison established this fund with a bequest 
to support academic programs, specifically music, 
art, and the performing arts.
Dr. Robert S. Johnson Scholarship
Dr. Robert Johnson, a member of the class of 1972, 
enjoyed a career as an oral surgeon. Dr. Johnson’s 
family, colleagues, and friends created this 
scholarship after his passing in 2011 to assist Maine 
students majoring in chemistry.
William M. Kearns ‘57 and Patricia A. Kearns ‘57 
Scholarship for Maine Business School
William Kearns established this fund to benefit 
deserving business school students who have an 
interest in investments and/or investment banking.
Maine Telecommunications Users Group 
Scholarship (MTUG)
MTUG is an organization that brings together 
interested individuals and businesses in the Maine 
telecommunications and computer networking 
industries for education, information, and 
networking. Scholarship recipients will be from 
Maine and will be studying electrical engineering, 
computer engineering, computer science, 
telecommunications or networking, information 
technology, or management information systems.
Portland Club of University of Maine  
Alumnae Scholarship
Members of the Club established this fund to provide 
financial assistance to deserving students who are 
graduates of Cumberland or York County high schools.
Rochester Alumni Chapter Fund 
This fund was established by alumni and friends in 
the Rochester, New York area. This fund will provide 
annual support to the University of Maine Alumni 
Association.
W. Gordon Rockwell Scholarship
This fund was established by W. Gordon Rockwell, 
a member of the Class of 1952, through a bequest. 
Recipients shall have financial need and at least one 
of the recipient’s parents shall be or shall have been 
a teacher in a public educational institution.  
Michael D. Soares Scholarship
This fund was established by Michael Soares, a 
member of the Class of 1992, to provide general 
scholarship support to students.
Benedict R. and Alta L. Stearns Scholarship
Alta Stearns established this fund with a bequest 
in memory of her husband Benedict, a member 
of the Class of 1950. The fund will benefit needy 
and deserving students in the College of Natural 
Sciences, Forestry and Agriculture.
New Funds 2012
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Charles E. Stickney, Jr. Class of ‘44  
School of Performing Arts Excellence Fund
This fund was established by friends and classmates of 
Charlie Stickney. The fund will provide discretionary 
support for the School of Performing Arts.
Charles E. Stickney Fund
This fund was established through a planned gift 
created by Charlie Stickney, a member of the Class of 
1944. The Foundation Board of Directors will use the 
fund for the areas of greatest need.
George M. Thomas CFMA Scholarship
Sargent Corporation established this fund in 
recognition of the retirement of its Vice President-
Finance, CFO, George M. Thomas, who is a past 
president and board member of the Maine chapter of 
the Construction Financial Management Association 
(CFMA). Recipients shall be majoring in accounting, 
finance or construction management, with the 
intention to live and work in Maine upon graduation.
George D. Todd ’64 Scholarship
Lawrence and Elizabeth T. Shaw established this 
fund in memory of Mrs. Shaw’s brother, George 
D. Todd. Scholarships will be given to engineering 
students who are graduates of high schools in 
Aroostook County.
Eleanor M. Webb Fund 
Eleanor Webb received a zoology degree in 1947 
and a Masters of Education degree in 1973 from 
the University. She established this fund to assist 
students through the Senior Alumni Scholarship.
Edwin P. Webster Scholarship
Edwin Webster, a member of the Class of 1936, 
created this fund with a planned gift. The fund will 
provide financial assistance to student athletes.
Barbara Wheatland Geospatial Analysis  
Laboratory Excellence Fund 
The Maine Timberlands Charitable Trust established 
this fund through the estate of Barbara Wheatland, 
a Maine forestland owner. The fund will develop 
and maintain a state-of-the-art Geospatial Analysis 
Laboratory in Nutting Hall for students in the 
development, application, and innovation of 
geospatial technology and analytical methods that 
will enhance the management of forest resources.
Philip A. and Martha E. Whitehouse Family Fund
Philip Whitehouse ‘62, ‘87 and Martha Whitehouse 
‘65, ‘83 initiated this fund to support three purposes: 
scholarships for deserving undergraduates; 
scholarships for deserving students majoring in 
music or music education; and, assistance to Maine 
children for attendance at Tanglewood 4-H Camp in 
Lincolnville.
Calista (Sargent) Wiberg-Hannigan Scholarship
James Sargent established this fund in honor of 
his sister, Calista (Sargent) Wiberg-Hannigan, for 
scholarships to deserving Maine students. Calista 
received her M.Ed. degree in special education from 
UMaine in 1989.
Planned Gifts
Gift Annuities
Anonymous donors
The remaining assets from this annuity will be 
added to four funds: Carol and Walter Abbott 
Scholarship, Ed Styrna Scholarship, Dennis 
McConnell Professorship in Business, and the 
Benjamin F. Hoffman, Jr. Forestry Fund.
Jacqueline A. Emerson
The remaining assets from this annuity will create the 
Jacqueline A. Emerson Women’s Basketball Fund.
Dana N. Humphrey Ph.D. and  
Barbara E. Humphrey
The remaining assets from this annuity will create 
the Dana N. and Barbara E. Humphrey Civil 
Engineering Graduate Fellowship Fund.
Yong Cha Jones
The remaining assets from this annuity will be 
added to the Laurence A. Jones, Jr. Scholarship.
Carl M. Kruse ‘54
The remaining assets from this annuity will be 
added to the Carl M. Kruse Scholarship.
New Funds 2012 New Funds
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Stanley K. Mathieu ‘65 and Janice R. Mathieu
The remaining assets from this annuity will be 
added to the Mathieu-Story Scholarship Fund.
Alan C. Pease ‘52 and Margaret M. Pease ‘52
The remaining assets from this annuity will be used 
by the Foundation Board of Directors for the areas of 
greatest need.
Henry W. Saunders III ‘50 and  
Marjorie H. Saunders ‘50H
The remaining assets from this annuity will be 
added to the Henry W. and Marjorie H. Saunders 
Professorships.
Leslie H. Smith ‘63 and Elisabeth A. Smith ‘57
The remaining assets from this fund will be used by 
the Foundation Board of Directors for the areas of 
greatest need.
New Funds 2012
Agnes Ann Walsh ‘41
The remaining assets from this fund will help 
establish the Agnes Ann Walsh ‘41 Fund.
Life Insurance
Jean Bertolini Brown ‘60
The proceeds from this life insurance policy will 
establish the Jean Bertolini Brown ’60 Scholarship.
Michael A. Perry ‘09 and Elizabeth Tyler Perry ‘08
The proceeds from this life insurance policy will 
establish the Michael A. and Elizabeth Tyler Perry 
Scholarship.
Carolyn E. Reed ‘72
The proceeds from this life insurance policy will 
establish the Dr. Carolyn Reed ‘72 Medical School 
Scholarship.
U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  M A I N E  F O U N D A T I O N
F A C T S  a t  a  G L A N C E  •  F i s c a l  Y e a r  1 2
J u l y  1 ,  2 0 1 1  t o  J u n e  3 0 ,  2 0 1 2
New outright and  
planned gifts in FY12 ........................  $12,359,605
Total number of gifts  
FY12 ..............................................................  2,347
Total number of new endowment  
funds FY12 .........................................................  23
Total number of donors  
FY12 ..............................................................  1,399
Total number of donors  
in Maine ..........................................................  918
Total number of donors  
outside Maine .................................................  481
Total support paid to  
UMaine in FY12 ................................... $6,784,775
E N D O W M E N T
Endowment return FY12 ............................. -3.3%
Endowment return FY10-FY12 ....................  8.9%
Endowment return FY08-FY12 ..................... -.4%
Total endowment  
amount ............................................  $148,298,359
Total number of  
endowment funds .......................................  1,359
General endowment pool asset allocation  
Equities...................................................  57%
Fixed Income .........................................  17%
Cash ..........................................................  4%
Alternatives ............................................  22%
Total assets ......................................  $179,729,532
Cost to raise one dollar  
(5 year average) ....................................... 9.6 cents 
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Abbott, Carol S. and Walter H. Scholarship 63,666 63,826
Abbott, Ernest F. & Anita Basketball Scholarship 7,063 9,879
Academic Merit Scholarship 3,981 6,041
ACSM-New England Section Ellsworth V. Stanley Surveying  
    Engineering Technology (SVT) Scholarship 42,403 52,903
Adams, Archie A. Scholarship 3,952 7,690
Adams, Edwin Wentworth Scholarship 954,752 1,275,051
Ahavas Achim Cemetery Quasi Endowment* 706,190 781,076
Alden, Richard C. Fund 20,465 28,005
Alfond Student Athlete Fund 1,267,680 1,220,592
Alfond, Harold A. Athletic Scholarship 100,000 166,510
Alfond, Harold Scholarship II* 201,517 189,708
Alford, Wilson M. and Frances Sawyer Fund 310 300
All Maine Women Honor Society President’s Endowment 11,270 10,643
Allard, Suzanne B. Fund 40,341 49,330
Allen, Arthur S. Ph.D. & David J. Allen Brig. Gen. (Ret.)  
    Wildlife Conservation Scholarship 4,831 4,688
Allen, Telford M. Family Scholarship 19,000 18,469
Alpander, Guvenc G. Fund 18,431 22,263
Alpha Gamma Rho/Clifford McIntire Scholarship 38,356 43,379
Alternative Spring Break Endowment 9,127 8,524
Alumni Association Aspirations Scholarship 10,230 15,545
Alumni Association Distinguished Scholars Award 40,500 52,297
Alumni Association Endowment 438,641 513,516
Alumni Association Scholarship 63,515 73,651
Alumni Class of 1939  Scholarship 221,394 214,715
Alumni House Endowment 1,591,703 1,607,793
Anderson, Joellen Scholarship 52,477 52,752
Anderson, Robert E. and Jeanette B. Family Scholarship 6,034 5,550
Anderson, Robert I. ’64 and Jacqueline Towle Anderson  
    ’64 Scholarship 25,000 25,479
Andrews, Francis S. and Dorothy J. Scholarship 326,877 295,494
Andrews, Francis S. and Dorothy Jane Alumni House Fund 325,862 305,119
Andrews, Kathryn Morris Scholarship 36,237 36,095
Anonymous Fund I 100 123
Anonymous Fund II* 351,164 510,302
Anonymous Fund III* 121,000 131,156
Appleton, Maria S. Scholarship 5,000 15,360
Arbour Fox PaCEsetter Scholarship 35,000 34,621
Archibald, Percy P. & Marion T. Scholarship 557,965 541,122
ASCE Student Chapter Recognition Award 4,908 6,138
ASHRAE Scholarship 9,500 11,788
Ashworth, Dr. John  and Mabel Scholarship 21,050 21,391
Associated General Contractors of Maine  
    Education Foundation Fund* 564,140 499,703
Association of Graduate Students Quasi Endowment* 111,756 116,632
Athletic Dept. Special Fund 4,027 5,551
Austin, David M. and Kelly M. Fund 3,000 3,101
Ayer, Hazen H. Scholarship 126,550 157,113
Babcock Educational Fund 240,170 250,696
Bailey, Anne and Stan Scholarship 24,250 22,641
Bailey, Frank W. P. Scholarship 75,000 71,651
Bailey, George H.  D.V.S. (1832-1905)  
    Memorial Scholarship 5,005 4,848
Bailey, I. Stanley Alumni House Fund 14,957 17,183
Bailey, I. Stanley Fund 157,499 156,488
Bailey, Marjorie C. Alumni House Endowment 10,000 10,220
Bailey, Marjorie C. Arts Fund 96,863 91,542
Bailey, Marjorie C. Library Fund 12,796 12,717
Bailey, Marjorie C. Research Fund 96,863 91,542
Bailey, Marjorie C. Scholarship 96,863 91,542
Baird, Catherine P. Alumni Fund 48,336 48,185
Baird, Cathrine P. & Frederick T. 4-H Fund 49,351 50,531
Baird, Frederick T. & Catherine P. Alumni Fund 49,351 50,531
Baird, Frederick T. & Catherine P. Alumni House Fund 48,336 48,185
Baird, Frederick T. & Catherine P. Athletic Fund 48,336 48,185
Baird, Frederick T. & Catherine P. Scholarship 296,239 303,332
Baldacci, Robert E. Sr. & Rosemary K. Memorial Scholarship 107,859 102,416
Ballou, John W. Scholarship 11,200 12,742
Bananas T. Bear Alpha Phi Omega Scholarship 53,331 54,242
Bangor Chapter #158 UCT Scholarship 10,000 18,267
Bangor Daily News Scholarship 20,000 27,700
Bangor Hydro Power Systems Laboratory Fund 40,000 39,465
Bank of America Scholarship 70,000 75,317
Banks, Ronald F. Scholarship 6,699 11,307
Barbara Wheatland Geospatial Analysis Laboratory Fund 100,000 104,383
Barker, Harold O. ’27 Memorial Scholarship 6,762 9,018
Barnes, Constance King Scholarship 35,651 32,401
Barrows, Willis M. & Virginia E. Fund 28,707 27,882
Barter, Dr. Richard F. Scholarship 26,723 26,495
Bartlett, Howard D. ’44 & Phyllis White ’45 Scholarship 18,193 22,548
Bartley Family Scholarship 52,025 53,109
Basketball 2000 Scholarship 31,838 32,827
Bates, Niran C. Scholarship 35,000 59,087
Batuski, Dr. David J. Excellence Fund for Physics Education 20,000 21,115
Bayer, Juanita C. Memorial Scholarship 8,065 8,152
Beach Family Fund 29,191 32,162
Bean, Mary T. Alumni House Fund 236,632 230,297
Beardsell, Wallace A. Scholarship 10,000 9,718
Bebek, Dr. Tibor J. Memorial Scholarship 27,663 53,776
Becker, Elizabeth Chandler & C. Robert Memorial Scholarship 3,000 6,018
Beckett, Clarence Fund 190,961 245,099
Beechler, Austin D. Fund 68,728 82,255
Bell, James “Red” Jr. Pike Industries, Inc. Scholarship* 6,000 6,372
Bell, Marcia Finks ’40 Scholarship 100,170 94,057
Bennett, Clarence E. & Ruth N. Scholarship 24,758 28,164
Bennett, Priscilla Hardy Scholarship 25,000 26,586
Berry, Edward Robie Fund 15,085 20,732
Berry, Major General Peter T. & Gail M. ROTC Scholarship 5,000 4,868
Bessey, Earle D. Jr. Forest Resources Scholarship 42,940 41,705
Beta Theta Pi Alumni House Endowment,The Beta Eta Chapter of 50,000 44,834
Bicknell, Anne M. Healey and Albert W. Scholarship 2,400 2,378
Bingham Fund #2 695,542 881,811
Biological Sciences Endowment 2,581 3,661
Bishop, Jacob W. Jr., & Martha Jane Scholarship 127,092 123,225
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Bixler, Harris J. & Ann B. Hutchinson Center Scholarship 198,918 192,544
Black Bear Endowment Fund 8,050 8,204
Blackwell Family Scholarship 32,007 31,672
Blake Scholarship, The 31,288 30,397
Blake, Foster B. Sr. Scholarship 10,000 15,528
Blake, Wallace Scholarship 100,000 100,347
Blodgett, Cindy Women’s Basketball Education Fund 30,811 30,697
Blumenstock Family Forest Products Student of the Year Award 14,180 14,407
Blumenstock, Helen Belyea Scholarship 16,464 15,944
Blumenstock, Helen Grant Memorial Scholarship 14,922 15,326
Blumenstock, Nancy Hawes Memorial Scholarship 14,605 14,716
Bodwell, Barbara H. ’45 Honors Scholarship 50,000 48,518
Bodwell, Barbara H. Community Service Fund 32,853 32,862
Bodwell, Janet Marston ’55 and William “Brother Bill” Bodwell  
    ’50 Scholarship 20,000 20,684
Bodwell, Russell and Barbara Scholarship 5,200 5,071
Bodwell, Russell S. Civil Engineering Scholarship 25,000 24,285
Bodwell, Russell S. PaCEsetter Endowed Scholarship 50,000 48,518
Bodwell, William R. Civil Engineering Scholarship 20,000 20,676
Bombard, Carol Memorial Scholarship 15,775 16,850
Bouchard, John E. and Saundra F. Albrite-Bouchard  
    Scholarship 10,000 9,192
Boucher, Samuel L. Buchanan Alumni House  
    Ornamental Garden Fund 100,000 110,258
Boucher, Samuel L. Horticultural Education Fund 20,000 19,673
Boucher, Samuel L. Ornamental Horticulture Endowment Fund 5,000 5,100
Boudreau, Karen L. Esquire & Thomas S. Jensen, M.D. Fund 450 434
Bourque Scholarship Fund 50,000 44,793
Bowden, Minnie Scholarship 14,341 19,561
Bowen Scholarship in Canadian History 49,660 48,244
Bowen, Hazel Sweetser Memorial Scholarship 139,857 142,707
Boyle, John F. Prize in Ecology and Environmental Sciences 22,852 22,208
Boyson, Gloria P. SPIFFY Fund 10,561 10,166
Bragg 2nd, Charles F. and Anna H. Fund 28,845 26,639
Bragg, Katherine M. & Walter H.  Loan Fund 13,000 25,958
Brautlecht, Charles A. Scholarship 92,860 172,084
Bridge, Chester G. Tennis Endowment Fund 140,000 144,460
Bridge, John C. and Charlene R. Honors College Fund 22,500 22,927
Bridge, John C. Engineering Professorship 250,000 243,071
Bridgham, Lisle W. Scholarship 29,443 59,822
Britton, Dr. W. Earl Scholarship 10,852 11,285
Brockway, Philip J. & Muriel F. ’31, ’32 Scholarship 42,496 68,918
Brooklin Garden Club Scholarship 25,000 22,677
Brooks, Bernice (Bunny) Memorial Nursing Scholarship 700 825
Brooks, Theresa Y. Scholarship 3,777 4,196
Brower, Auburn E. & Lurana C. Scholarship 26,758 27,882
Brown, Carleton M. Scholarship 24,665 28,135
Brown, Darryl and Penny Scholarship 25,000 24,282
Brown, Ella Corinne Professor Emerita Award 13,515 13,800
Brown, Francesca Sheehy & Charles G. Fund 8,000 7,771
Brown, Francis A. & Elizabeth C. Scholarship 11,597 11,330
Brown, Kenneth Allen Memorial Lobster Research Fund 11,000 11,371
Brown, Raynor K. & Georgia T. Scholarship 354,336 344,111
Brown, Sewall C. Memorial Scholarship 3,814 6,268
Browne, Bob & Jim Agricultural Scholarship 59,691 57,144
Bruns Family Fund 5,000 5,184
Bryand, Anita (Dolly) Scholarship 21,146 20,912
Bryand, Edward T. ’52 Scholarship 21,146 20,912
Buchanan, Malcolm V. ’49 Scholarship 900 881
Buchanan, William and Jennie Scholarship 7,897 11,754
Buck, Hosea B. Memorial Scholarship 5,000 14,544
Buckley, John D. & Regina M. PaCEsetter Scholarship 30,000 29,846
Buckley, Lt. Christopher D. Memorial Scholarship 11,500 11,160
Buckley, Paul R. ’57 Scholarship 10,200 15,938
Bucknam, Richard D. ’35 & Dorothy D. Scholarship 6,291 7,250
Buffam, Margaret G. Fund 41,468 58,198
Burke, Carli Memorial Scholarship 17,702 17,272
Burnham, Ronald Memorial Scholarship 126,799 115,782
Burrill, Richard M. ’44 Memorial 10,500 10,436
Burton, Leroy A. ’33 Memorial Scholarship 5,600 8,459
Bush, John H. Electrical Engineering Fund 466 454
Bushway, Alfred A. & Esther L. Scholarship 15,718 15,119
Butler, Henry R. ’20 & Grace V. Professorship in  
    Electrical Engineering 260,556 294,796
Butterfield, Jack Memorial Scholarship 122,085 148,964
Buxton, Peter J. ’61 and Joan S. Scholarship 23,000 22,750
Buxton-Hollis Community Hospital, Inc. Fund 18,311 34,897
Byrnes, Eileen M. Memorial Scholarship 29,002 44,262
Caldwell, Robert H. Memorial Fund 6,400 6,300
Calkin, William S. ’55 & Constance Lewis ’55 Calkin Scholarship 6,000 6,021
Camp Susan Curtis Scholarship 10,000 8,428
Camp, Paul R. & Polly N. Quasi-Endowment Fund  
    for the Fogler Library* 12,500 15,094
Campus Natural Heritage Endowment 29,275 29,653
Canada Year Study Abroad Scholarship Endowment Fund 2,990 2,842
Canadian-American Center Endowment 122,157 139,577
Canteen Service Co./Lloyd E. Willey Scholarship 19,076 18,492
Carlisle, George T. Fund 172,183 174,091
Carter, Gene & Judith Kittredge Scholarship 114,500 112,686
Carter, Hon. Gene & Judith Kittredge Alumni House Endowment 20,000 19,660
Carvalho, Manuel J. & Estelle S. Scholarship 117,256 116,211
Carver, Stanford E. & Pauline C. Scholarship 15,472 16,163
Cary, Hugh R. Memorial Scholarship 241,810 216,806
Cashman, John L. & Pauline M. Scholarship 4,839 5,048
Castle, Roger C. Track Fund 4,928 6,138
Castle, Roger Clapp & Virginia Averill Distinguished  
    Professorship of Electrical Engineering 933,885 1,034,052
CES, Inc. Environmental Chemistry Laboratory 62,500 66,625
Chadbourne, Ava H. Scholarship 5,199 15,925
Chaplin Family Fund 13,803 13,399
Chase, Clyde & Gladys Bailey Chase Fund 25,000 24,280
Chase, Dr. Allan S. ’46 Fund 10,000 8,688
Chemical & Biological Engineering Departmental Scholarship 4,690 5,741
Chi Omega Alumnae Scholarship 15,352 18,055
Churchill, Bob ’53 Basketball Scholarship 22,275 21,967
Cianchette, Peggy and Eric Buchanan Alumni House Fund 309,258 297,364
Clapp, Elwood I. & Hazel P. Scholarship 100,065 204,353
Clapp, Mildred McPheters ’29 Memorial Fund 100,447 144,911
Clark, Alton Harold and Madonna Fogg Scholarship 2,100 2,077
Clark, Dorothy Stone ’54 Scholarship 153 143
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Clark, Mary Esther Treat Alumni House Endowment 50,000 45,608
Clark, Mary Esther Treat Scholarship 50,000 45,593
Clarke, Edwin Keith ’56 Memorial Scholarship 65,543 62,611
Clarkson, James W. Scholarship 1,520 4,674
Class of 1906 Scholarship 1,925 5,783
Class of 1909 Fund 7,579 22,644
Class of 1910 Fund 7,123 18,669
Class of 1911 Scholarship 31,608 77,170
Class of 1912 Fund 3,326 7,904
Class of 1915 Student Aid Fund 30,489 67,555
Class of 1916 Scholarship 9,010 19,357
Class of 1917 Scholarship 26,287 59,313
Class of 1918 Scholarship 7,402 13,381
Class of 1919 Fund 7,068 16,533
Class of 1920 Scholarship 104,790 219,802
Class of 1921 Flag Pole Perpetual Care Fund 1,076 2,551
Class of 1921 Scholarship 11,803 25,815
Class of 1922 Scholarship 7,209 14,214
Class of 1923 Scholarship 7,999 17,028
Class of 1924 Scholarship 67,546 127,037
Class of 1925 Scholarship 15,712 36,835
Class of 1927 Scholarship 55,505 100,715
Class of 1929 Scholarship 8,565 20,140
Class of 1930 Fund 10,267 24,960
Class of 1932 David H. Hanaburgh Perpetuity Fund 6,815 9,171
Class of 1932 Winthrop C. Libby Scholarship 138,158 194,279
Class of 1934 Cultural Affairs Fund 68,490 127,585
Class of 1934 Donald E. Favor Memorial Scholarship 28,020 38,388
Class of 1934 Non-Traditional Student Emergency 15,988 18,167
Class of 1935 Warren W. Flagg Scholarship 29,947 34,855
Class of 1936 Scholarship 17,824 17,162
Class of 1937 Scholarship 24,375 29,657
Class of 1938 Student Aid Fund 13,631 16,218
Class of 1939 Scholarship 35,295 46,567
Class of 1941 Memorial Scholarship 42,565 48,199
Class of 1942 & Class of 2002 Distinguished  
    Maine Professor Award 72,825 103,640
Class of 1942 and Class of 2002 Distinguished  
    Maine Student Award 71,165 76,764
Class of 1944 Endowed Scholarship 60,111 57,686
Class of 1944 Music Scholarship 18,000 16,871
Class of 1944 Theatre Scholarship 12,500 11,438
Class of 1945 Scholarship 30,471 36,225
Class of 1945 Sculpture Maintenance Fund 6,688 6,588
Class of 1946 Scholarship 5,162 7,239
Class of 1947 Scholarship 44,645 45,101
Class of 1948 Scholarship 60,498 71,088
Class of 1949 Fund 23,049 25,516
Class of 1950 Flag Plaza Fund 5,000 4,700
Class of 1950 Scholarship 66,256 74,714
Class of 1951 Scholarship 24,943 29,085
Class of 1952 Scholarship 117,665 117,664
Class of 1953 Grant-in-Aid Fund 90,962 92,721
Class of 1954 Scholarship 39,275 45,205
Class of 1955 Scholarship 132,421 137,435
Class of 1956 Scholarship 62,026 77,155
Class of 1957 Scholarship 22,064 35,051
Class of 1958 Scholarship 196,768 229,462
Class of 1959 Scholarship 17,597 20,708
Class of 1960 Academic/Athletic Scholarship 37,814 37,944
Class of 1961 Scholarship 37,262 47,522
Class of 1962 Sterritt Scholarship 45,971 59,070
Class of 1963 Fund 15,790 23,084
Class of 1964 Scholarship 11,735 11,931
Class of 1965 Scholarship 9,978 10,547
Class of 1966 Scholarship 20,018 20,672
Class of 1967 Scholarship 29,711 33,522
Class of 1969 Scholarship 7,478 7,626
Class of 1970 Scholarship 16,394 27,350
Class of 1971 Scholarship 3,824 3,913
Class of 1972 Scholarship 4,065 4,257
Class of 1973 Scholarship 31,585 33,533
Class of 1974 Scholarship 5,650 5,764
Class of 1975 Scholarship 7,621 7,392
Class of 1976 Scholarship 16,617 17,980
Class of 1977 Scholarship 7,014 7,371
Class of 1978 Scholarship 13,639 14,162
Class of 1979 Scholarship 9,550 9,718
Class of 1980 Scholarship 27,311 27,829
Class of 1981 Scholarship 8,355 8,996
Class of 1982 Scholarship 4,150 4,594
Class of 1983 Scholarship 4,235 4,416
Class of 1984 Scholarship 3,139 3,101
Class of 1985 Scholarship 12,921 14,218
Class of 1986 Scholarship 5,847 6,440
Class of 1987 Scholarship 4,117 4,166
Class of 1988 Scholarship 3,112 3,018
Class of 1989 Scholarship 3,000 3,731
Class of 1990 Scholarship 3,998 3,813
Class of 1991 Scholarship 3,212 3,148
Class of 1992 Scholarship 3,282 3,184
Class of 1993 Scholarship 3,856 4,000
Class of 1994 Scholarship 5,283 5,382
Class of 1995 Scholarship 5,594 6,472
Class of 1996 Scholarship 3,027 3,660
Class of 1997 Scholarship 5,000 5,047
Class of 1998 Scholarship 5,000 5,240
Class of 2005 Scholarship 10,000 9,696
Class of 2007 Garden Fund 10,000 9,513
Clayton, Arthur C. Horticulture Scholarship 32,768 46,251
Cleaves, Louis S. Fund 20,265 22,223
Clement, Claude F. & Lillian O. Fund 77,499 75,201
Clement, Claude F. Scholarship 409,482 397,345
Clements, Norris Charles Graduate Student Award 47,486 46,052
Cloke, Dean Paul Memorial Plaza Endowment 10,000 4,876
Coaches Fund* - 37,854
Cobb, Eric W. Scholarship 26,400 26,076
Coffey-Roope, Cara W. Scholarship 507 516
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Coffin, John W. & Miriam H. Fund (’38 Student Aid Fund) 4,748 4,978
Coffin, John W. & Miriam H. Fund (Page Farm & Home Museum) 2,374 2,511
Coffin, John W. & Miriam H. Fund (Senior Alumni Schlolarship) 4,748 4,978
Cohen, Harry & Ida Scholarship 58,625 60,640
Cohen, William S. Center for International Policy & Commerce 762,029 739,908
Cohen, William S. Papers Fund II* 142,857 290,973
Col-East, Inc. SVT Scholarsip 6,000 5,907
Cole, Garret E. and Marsha E. Scholarship 20,225 18,119
Cole, Sherman L. & Edith S. Scholarship 26,879 26,350
Cole, Stephen W. Concrete Laboratory Fund 75,000 76,150
College of Liberal Arts & Sciences Scholarship 34,000 33,154
Collins Center for the Arts Directors Fund* 7,266 8,987
Collins Center for the Arts General Endowment 32,065 32,713
Collins Quasi Endowment* 29,265 40,547
Collins, Pamela Jean Nursing and Education Fund 235,100 260,397
Collins, Samuel W. Fund 37,037 36,018
Comstock-Weston Scholarship 9,500 12,489
Condon, John M. Forestry Scholarship 20,000 20,684
Connell, Bennett R. Memorial Scholarship 35,390 83,064
Cookson, Chris E. Fund 1,000 970
Cooper, Roger D. Scholarship 82,456 80,512
Corban, Paul J. Fund 10,000 13,149
Corbett, Ralph A. Fund 40,146 62,717
Corcoran, Thomas J. Jr. Memorial Scholarship 49,332 47,921
Cote, Edward & Lea Anne Scholarship 4,614 4,478
Cote, Michael & Jana Scholarship 20,000 20,526
Coulter, Malcolm W. Wildlife Alumni Scholarship 48,926 54,116
Coy, Marion C. Scholarship 10,000 9,698
CPM Constructors Scholarship 50,000 52,383
Crawford, James A. & Janie K. Endowed Scholarship Fund 40,000 40,918
Cristo, Dr. Anthony B. and Mary G. Scholarship 73,043 78,148
Crocker, Gladys Folster Memorial Scholarship 54,159 54,227
Crocker, James D. Fund 12,412 18,924
Crohn, Frank & Helene Barton’s Boosters Fund 49,750 48,017
Crohn, Frank & Helene Edna St. Vincent Millay Prize 299,583 286,517
Crohn, Frank & Helene Edna St. Vincent Millay Society Fund 49,750 47,511
Crohn, Frank & Helene Lobster Institute Fund 50,000 47,985
Crosby, George-Philip R. Brown Memorial Fund 28,107 32,403
Crosby, Howard A. and Kenneth L. Parsons Award 1,426 2,487
Crosby, Mark and Carolyn Fund 11,500 12,151
Crosby, Ruth M. Scholarship 28,779 26,063
Cross, Mark S. & Melanie CHE Excellence Fund 20,015 21,481
Crossland, Carlton E. Scholarship 20,000 23,251
Crossland, Charles E. & Idella G. Scholarship 44,742 50,514
Crowe, James Hartley M.D. ’32 & Esther Taylor Crowe  
    Memorial Scholarship 44,225 45,099
Crowell, C. Parker Fund 157,006 165,769
Crowley Family Research & Development Fund 40,000 39,191
Crowley, Charles L. & Julia G. Scholarship 4,618 5,247
Croxford, Horace & Isabelle Scholarship 16,000 15,629
Crump, Jr., James G. Fund 20,000 17,910
Cumberland Farms, Inc./Paul E. Hand Scholarship 129,849 132,499
Cummings, Kenneth E. and Marie K. Scholarship 16,478 17,336
Cummings, Patricia A. ’89 ’44H Scholarship 32,397 31,884
Currie, Darrel B. ’36 Memorial Scholarship 18,251 17,695
Currier, Stanley M. Scholarship 10,000 19,123
Curtis Performing Arts Fund 4,050 4,131
Cutler, Dr. Harold M. ’30 Fund 270,423 262,701
Cutting, Edward C. & Grace A. Fund 605,463 682,881
Cutting, Edward C. & Grace A. Merit Scholarship 1,210,484 1,320,104
Dahl-Chase Pathology Associates Medical Technology Fund 7,500 7,566
Daigle, Robert W. & Brenda M. Scholarship 2,580 2,892
Danforth, Eugene Fund 5,200 9,919
Danforth, Eugene Scholarship 22,362 55,324
Darling, Agatha B. Professor of Oceanography 364,221 423,925
Darling, Clare S. Professor of Oceanography 364,221 439,381
Darling, Ira C. Fund 4,729,176 4,948,186
Davee, Everett W. Scholarship 10,138 11,473
Davis, George Science Education Scholarship 19,666 20,077
Dawson, Jon and Nancy Fund 18,500 20,129
Day, Clarence Albert ’29H Scholarship 25,000 27,585
Dearborn, John H. & Bethel B. Darling Marine Center Fund 432,293 401,883
Dearborn, John H. & Bethel B. Marine Sciences Fund 444,417 412,433
Dearborn, Vance E. ’49 & Evelyn Ellsworth Dearborn  
    ’49 Scholarship 20,200 20,764
DeBoo, Robert (Bob) Scholarship 20,135 20,811
Delphendahl, Renate & Johannes Scholarship 17,734 17,504
Dempsey, Edmund J. Scholarship 283,394 258,161
Denaco, Parker A. ’65, ’75G Banking Scholarship 410 421
Dental Health Programs Endowment 204,334 242,426
Desmond, Thomas J. Fund 19,120 18,027
Devoe, Dana C. and Mary Ann Scholarship 27,050 24,263
Devoe, Mary Ann/Fern Stearns Mathematic Prize for  
    First Year Onward Students 15,665 16,276
DeWilde, John A. & Nancy Cameron DeWilde Fund 53,658 54,669
DeWolfe, Robert W. Scholarship 81,599 145,852
Diamond, Nat & Eleanor Scholarship 4,743 4,831
Dickison Robertson Scholarship 20,000 19,783
DiGiovanni, Joseph P. Family Athletic Scholarship 41,000 44,677
DiMillo, Albert A. Jr. Junior Class Accounting Scholarship 20,000 20,396
DiMillo, Albert A. Senior Class Accounting Scholarship 20,000 20,840
DiMillo, Jr., Albert A. Sophomore Class Accounting Scholarship 5,000 5,006
Dinneen, W. Robert ’37 Forestry Scholarship 25,585 33,294
Dixon, Leon S. Scholarship 5,811 11,168
Doane, Stanley R. ’34 and Faye D. Scholarship 817,591 793,740
Dodge, Donald I. ’48 Memorial Scholarship 10,000 13,358
Doherty, Huguette P. Labbe Franco-American Centre Fund 148 143
Donahue, Merrill L. ’43 Fund 156,019 151,310
Donahue, Merrill L. Grace Bible Fellowship 50,906 49,371
Donovan, Frances M. ’43 Student Recreation and Fitness Center 400,500 409,717
Donovan, Joseph A. and Mary A. Scholarship 368,366 371,551
Dorr, David L. Forestry Fund 13,801 15,277
Dorsky, Benjamin J. Memorial Scholarship 14,553 14,115
Doten, Henry L. & Cora Russell Scholarship 8,958 14,960
Doten, Herbert & Patricia Scholarship 23,480 22,801
Dougherty, Joseph R. ’26 Language Scholarship 52,817 47,631
Dow, George F. Graduate Scholarship 26,018 37,712
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Downing, Liz Scholarship* 3,860 3,868
Doyle Family Athletic Scholarship 51,663 49,147
Dressage Club Quasi-Endowment Fund* 730 759
Drummond, Henry Frank Scholarship 10,000 11,316
Duncan, Peter & Lynda Phi Eta Kappa Scholarship 18,700 22,026
Dunham, Wallace C. & Janet S. Ecology and Environmental  
    Sciences Program Scholarship 45,918 44,604
Dunham, Wallace C. & Janet S. Prize 45,767 46,137
Dunn, Pauline M. Fund 294,204 285,831
Durst Education Fund 89,714 158,640
Durst, Dr. Katherine Miles Maine Christian Association Fund 50,000 48,708
Durst, Katherine Miles Scholarship 280,942 290,923
Durst, Richard E. Scholarship 279,687 290,441
Dutton, Robert C. ’45 Scholarship 26,190 24,459
Early Literacy Fund 24,684 28,087
Early Literacy Reserve* 17,102 24,724
Eastman, Charles Leslie & Helen H. Scholarship II 99,422 101,528
Eaton, Emma Jane Scholarship 10,000 30,701
Ebbeson, Greta J. Scholarship 10,000 10,186
Electrical & Computer Engineering Fund 25,042 25,179
Elliott, James E. Class of 1951 Scholarship 2,279 3,127
Elliott, James E. Mechanical Engineering Fund 2,279 3,127
Elliott, Lloyd H. and Evelyn E. Education Scholarship 25,000 24,277
Elliott, Lloyd H. and Evelyn E. Scholarship 20,219 31,170
Elliott, Robert H. ’50 and Jane S. ’49 Fund 53,335 50,257
Elliott, Roderick R. ’38 Memorial Scholarship 8,565 11,966
Ellis, Jerry Scholarship 18,455 17,926
Ellis, Milton Memorial Fund 25,000 23,909
Ellis, Milton Prize 4,363 7,714
Ellis-Young Engineering Scholarship 12,208 15,080
Emerick, Richard Endowment for the Hudson Museum 61,375 59,532
Emerson, Jerome A. & Hazel B. Agriculture Scholarship 55,923 54,464
Emerson, Jerome A. & Hazel B. Page Farm and Home Museum 1,014 993
Emery, Harry A. ’06 Scholarship 100,391 192,723
Emery, Philip H. & Sylvia M. Emergent Needs Fund 115,430 127,662
Erhardt, Wilfred H. Memorial Fund 365 516
Erikson, Gordon I. & Dorothy B. Scholarship in Memory of  
    Arthur H. Porter, Sr. and Dorothy V. Porter** 29,292 28,498
Estes, Carl H. ’50 Student Financial Aid Fund 2,271 2,699
Etter, Howard & Bertha Scholarship 10,212 9,457
Eustis, Dick & Libby Scholarship 65,000 63,125
Evans, Laurence and Elizabeth Taylor Evans Fund 11,062 11,307
Evans, Weston S. Scholarship 38,830 44,305
Everett, George D. Fund 8,938 61,581
Everett, Vaughn Beveridge Fund* 992,393 919,456
Everman, Welch D. and Katherine L. Major Memorial  
    Travel Fund for Writers and Tutors 20,500 19,935
Fairchild Semiconductor Quasi-Endowed Scholarship* 21,524 26,476
Fairchild Semiconductor Scholarship 108,299 110,364
Farmer, Harold E. Scholarship 161,007 164,143
Faulkner, Alaric Scholarship 6,355 6,566
Ferguson, Virginia & Roger New England Section Scholarship 57,650 56,484
Ferland, E. James and Eileen Engineering Excellence  
    Scholarship 155,000 162,091
Fernald, Cyrus F. & Emily S. Fund 103,219 182,860
Ferreira, Joanne Bodwell Civil Engineering Scholarship 20,000 20,676
Ferris, Joseph L. Baseball Fund 1,104 1,069
Flagg, Warren W. & Hazel S. Flagg Scholarship 182,082 176,810
Flagg, Warren W. and Hazel S. Alumni House Fund 248,970 272,915
Flagg, Warren W. and Hazel S. Alumni House Fund II 123,578 135,477
Flaherty, Beatrice P. Scholarship 20,000 21,539
Flaherty, Michael I. ’72 & Ellen Pratt Flaherty ’71 Fund 35,000 35,306
Flaherty, Virgil E. Scholarship 20,000 21,539
Flanders, Berton E. Scholarship 10,423 19,996
Flanders, Dale & Julia Engineering Leadership Scholarship 20,000 19,784
Fletcher, Elizabeth M. K. Healthcare Scholarship 200,132 191,461
Fogler Library Building Addition* 21,000 29,954
Fogler Library Friends Endowment 2,117 2,495
Fogler Library Friends Quasi-Endowment* 64,716 84,533
Fogler, Henry H. ’43 & Mary Moynihan ’43 Scholarship 30,088 29,268
Fogler, Raymond H. ’15 Library Endowment 14,941 14,770
Fogler, Raymond H. Library Acquisition Fund* 46,350 56,557
For Mike and Maine Scholarship 44,386 45,230
Forensics Club Quasi-Endowment Fund* 2,625 2,765
Forest Stewardship Quasi-Endowment* 14,718 37,118
Foster Student Recreation & Fitness Center 702 703
Foster, Bion and Dorain Alumni House Endowment Fund 175,000 170,237
Foster, Bion and Dorain Student Innovation Center Fund 500 475
Foster, Walter H. III Bonuses Fund 149,962 160,204
Foundation Directors’ Fund 37,676 52,867
Founders’ Endowment Fund 119,500 130,465
Fournier, Richard P. Jr. Memorial Scholarship 17,740 17,248
Franco-American Centre General Endowment 1,753 1,890
Franco-American LeForum* 8,135 9,902
Franklin, Lynn Memorial Folklife Fund 4,617 4,479
Fraser, Jessie L. Fund 5,119 6,916
Frazier Family Scholarship 7,072 7,826
Freeman, Stanley L. & Patricia Smith Ranzoni Aspirations  
    Scholarship 1,575 1,557
French Graduate Student International Study Scholarship 20,000 21,546
Friends of Music Endowment 17,972 22,362
Fuehrer, Robert & Sharon Library Scholarship 27,500 28,077
Fuehrer, Sharon Ward and Robert C. Scholarship 20,000 19,405
Furet, Carol Morton Scholarship 2,500 3,570
Gagnon, Lionel & Germaine Memorial Fund 10,000 11,062
Gallant, John and Lynn Scholarship 400 426
Gallant, Rodney E. Memorial Scholarship 4,005 4,054
Gannett, James Adrian Scholarship 19,733 41,633
Gardiner, Margaret Forestry Management Fund 65,630 66,164
Gardiner, Margaret School of Forest Resources Fund 80,718 81,786
Gardiner, Margaret Woodlands Operation Fund 40,359 40,898
Garnache, Suzanne Wilke Scholarship 20,533 28,639
Gay, Carol & George New England Section Scholarship 3,000 3,101
Gay, Dora I. Scholarship 10,394 11,466
General Fund 2,699 7,524
George, Catherine F. Scholarship 1,000,000 924,485
Georgia-Pacific Corporation Forestry Scholarship 30,000 33,617
Gerke, Andrew Memorial Sigma Phi Epsilon Scholarship 26,475 26,868
Gerrish, Harold A. “Doc” Athletic Scholarship 25,000 24,311
Gerrish, Harold A. “Doc” Physics Scholarship 25,000 24,311
Gerrity II, J. Frank Scholarship 139,000 134,980
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Gerrity, Joe Warren ’09 Scholarship 139,374 148,417
Gerry,  Dr. Richard W. Sr. ’38 Fund 3,000 2,910
Gerry, Harold R. Memorial Fund 150 153
Gershman, Professor Melvin Scholarship 23,656 22,975
Gershman-Tewksbury ’77, Dr. Melaine Scholarship 23,647 22,967
Getchell, Harold and Mary Fund 691,734 672,955
Gibbs, Frederick D. ’18 Scholarship 15,941 21,060
Giddings, Edwin L. Professorship in Forest Management 100,000 196,181
Gilbert, Charles E. Loan Fund 11,013,165 11,325,122
Gilbert, Fred A.  Scholarship 2,070 2,649
Gilchrist, Ruth W. ’51 5,613 5,230
Gilmore Scholarship 578,361 561,196
Ginn, Adah Patch & Clifford Spruance Patch Scholarship 481,435 468,688
Ginn, Adah Patch & Jean Spruance Patch Scholarship 1,105 1,478
Ginsberg, George S. Memorial Fund 100,002 102,203
Giordano, William M. and Cynthia A. Fund 7,649 7,418
Girl Scouts of Maine Sarah J. Medina Scholarship 16,461 15,989
Glanville, A. Douglas Research and Scholarship 16,820 16,525
Godfrey, Joline Scholarship 500 490
Golden “M” Athletic Award 1,500 2,262
Goodwin, Carroll C. Scholarship 29,583 29,702
Goodwin, Lloyd E. ’34 Scholarship 10,232 9,925
Gorham Savings Bank Continuing Scholarship 10,000 10,233
Gorham Savings Bank Scholarship 22,317 22,310
Gorrill, William R. Civil Engineering Scholarship 34,852 37,326
Gorrill-Palmer Soil Mechanics Laboratory Fund 94,500 92,465
Gould & Scammon Fund 19,310 36,517
Gould, George P. & Antoinette Gould Torrey Fund 6,017 12,557
Gould, Ralph A. & Hazel H. Scholarship 120,689 123,123
Gould, Roger D. ’52 Senior Design Project Innovation 3,600 4,213
Gould, Stephen Legislative Memorial Scholarship 52,590 54,878
Gould, Stephen Memorial Scholarship/Psi Chapter Kappa Sigma 6,650 11,136
Gould, Steve Award 14,888 47,565
Graffam, Pearl R. Scholarship 1,254 2,214
Graham, Lawrence & Muriel Alumni House Fund 57,676 58,889
Grant, Donald A. Professorship in Mechanical Engineering 425,687 436,627
Grant, Judith Dawn Memorial Scholarship 14,869 17,306
Grant, Judson “Bud” & Bette Football Scholarship 20,000 20,471
Grant, Margaret L. Scholarship 51,167 49,719
Gray, George R.  & Norma M. Buchanan Alumni House Fund 25,000 30,329
Gray, George R. ’50 & Norma M. ’52 Perennial Garden Fund 10,000 13,797
Gray, Norma Mooers & George R. Scholarship 120,960 117,655
Gray, Rena Sawyer & Kelsey Clement Gray Scholarship 10,000 11,213
Great Falls Scholarship 3,250 3,650
Green Endowment Fund 150 189
Green Lake Fund 245,356 246,485
Greenlaw, Lacy Memorial Scholarship 2,350 2,363
Greenwood, George W. & Abbie M. Civil Engineering Scholarship 14,000 13,684
Greig, William & Emily Memorial Scholarship 20,000 19,463
Grenfell, Clarine Coffin ’32 Student Poetry Prize and Poetry  
    Speaker Fund 18,946 21,588
Griffin, Lucy F. Scholarship 10,000 30,701
Griffin, Ralph H. Memorial Scholarship 34,665 35,322
Guesman, Arthur O. Memorial Scholarship 16,060 16,012
Guice, John Lawrence Scholarship 25,100 26,044
Gunther Engineering Surveying Engineering Technology (SVT)  
    Scholarship 19,890 17,762
Hagan, Patricia Kittredge Fund 9,225 9,151
Halkett, James E. & Geraldine I. Scholarship 10,640 10,346
Hall, Chenoweth Scholarship 47,471 48,188
Hall, Clifton A. Scholarship 38,244 86,373
Hall, Doug & Deborah Great Aspirations! Fund 50,000 50,072
Hall, Edward C. ’48 and Dorothy Moran Hall ’43 Scholarship 5,000 5,275
Hallee, Jerome P. and Pauline D. Scholarship 40,696 39,507
Halliday, Charlotte Elkin Scholarship 8,768 9,196
Hamblen, George W. Fund 38,298 84,763
Hamilton, Wayne A., P.E. Civil Engineering Scholarship 130,000 125,800
Hamlet, Robert C. Fund 1,305 3,988
Hamlin, George O. ’00 Scholarship 1,500 4,622
Hamm, Alton ’38 and Adelaide Campus Activity Fund 513,517 513,517
Hamm, Alton ’38 and Adelaide Student Design Project  
    Lab Fund 100,000 100,000
Hamm, Alton S. & Adelaide B. Scholarship 497,016 535,754
Hancock County Alumni Association Scholarship 6,410 8,447
Hanger, Jane Gerry Chase Scholarship 11,913 11,608
Hanscom, Jane Longo Scholarship 10,000 10,087
Hansen, Don Memorial Lectureship Fund 6,084 7,006
Hanson Family Fund 14,124 14,398
Hardy, Malcolm D. PaCEsetter Endowed Scholarship 70,002 69,504
Harmon, Perley F. ’19 & Ella F. Memorial Scholarship 39,190 39,055
Harper, Thomas D. Scholarship 5,475 6,008
Harriman, John Philip Scholarship 500,000 501,907
Harrington, Donna Graves ’48 Scholarship 23,791 21,648
Harrington, Dr. Avery & Carolyn Native American Scholarship 31,444 29,938
Harris, Charles M. Fund 34,976 61,364
Harris, James W.  II ’41 & Barbara Ashworth ’41 Scholarship 14,750 16,345
Harris, President Abram W. Award* 5,476 7,524
Harrison, Elizabeth T. Bearce & Oliver W. Scholarship 6,984 6,773
Harrison, Hazel M. ’48 Fund 32,000 32,864
Hart, Gerald F. and Marjorie T. Hart ’38 Fund 6,500 6,910
Hart, James Norris Scholarship 7,469 22,941
Harvey Family Scholarship 68,044 66,041
Haskell, Robert N. & Gladys M. Stetson Scholarship 16,800 22,826
Haskell, Robert N. ’25 Power Engineering Professorship 250,000 294,971
Hastings, James W. Family Scholarship #2 32,580 31,641
Hauck, Arthur A. & Gladys R. Fund 48,802 73,639
Hauck, President Scholarship 7,306 13,304
Haverlock, Joseph L. and Miriam A. Scholarship 46,531 43,235
Hayes, Kenneth P. Memorial Scholarship 3,015 3,873
Hayes, Mary Christine & Paul E. Memorial Scholarship 25,000 26,786
Haynes, Frank L. Graduate Student Award 36,954 38,935
Head Football Coach Career Achievement* 500,000 563,189
Heald, Kathleen M. Scholarship 10,000 9,711
Heanssler, Basil and Harriett Lobster Institute Fund 66,322 67,600
Helmke, John Memorial Scholarship 6,327 7,808
Henderson, Richard W. ’44 Engineering Physics Fund 6,700 6,831
Herbert, Joseph F. Maine Business School Scholarship 246,162 204,760
Hewbrew Ladies Aid Society Fund 37,878 37,431
Hickey Family Elementary Education Scholarship 30,600 29,536
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Higgins, Richard and Jean Materials Testing Laboratory 110,000 102,749
Highlands,  Ramona P. Phi Mu Scholarship 229,645 236,252
Highlands, Matthew E. & Ramona P. Food Science and  
    Human Nutrition Scholarship 115,330 117,701
Highlands, Matthew E. & Ramona P. Mathematics Scholarship 115,030 117,397
Hilborn Memorial Research Fund in Plant Pathology 4,156 7,294
Hill, Arthur St. John Fund 3,905 5,128
Hill, Elizabeth C. & Richard C. Fund 50,836 67,126
Hill, Kathleen R. Scholarship 6,000 6,713
Hill, Richard C. & Elizabeth C. Hill Family Fund 473,279 506,193
Hill, Roger B. Scholarship #1 (Merit) 100,000 196,181
Hill, Roger B. Scholarship #2 (Athletic) 100,000 196,181
Hill, Roger B. Scholarship #3 (Engineering) 100,000 189,450
Hill, Roger B. Scholarship #4 (Humanities) 100,000 169,298
Hill, Roger B. Scholarship #5 (General) 26,987 45,627
Hill, Wilson A. & Mylissa K. Scholarship 68,882 89,997
Hilton, William R. and Mary C. Fund 23,787 28,081
Hinkley, Philip J. Scholarship 705 947
Hitchings, George P. Memorial Scholarship 12,850 12,992
Hockey Athletic Scholarship 3,225 3,813
Hodgkins, Herbert O. Lobster Research 5,071 4,986
Holden-Brado Scholarship 526,366 512,061
Holmer, Ellen W, Scholarship 535,591 446,581
Holmes, David Dunlap Scholarship 52,186 50,619
Holmes, Jane Fund 201,947 272,483
Holt, Master Sergeant Thelma M. ROTC Scholarship 25,600 23,978
Homola, Richard L. Mycological Herbarium Fund 70,000 68,681
Honors College Aspiration Scholarship 4,844 5,744
Honors College Endowment 52,901 66,515
Hooper, William Gordon and Laura Snow Scholarship 52,419 49,549
Hoover, Professor William Fund 30,000 28,227
Horan, James F. Memorial Scholarship 12,935 11,856
Horner, William R. and Suzanne R. Scholarship 2,550 2,892
Horsman, Ruth Higgins ’45 Scholarship 10,000 9,727
Hosmer, Thomas P. ’58 Design Engineering Center 602,316 593,775
Hosmer, Thomas P. Fund 7,418,930 7,477,237
Hosmer, Thomas P. Scholarship in Mechanical Engineering 575,000 570,767
Houghton Family Honors Program Fund 50 51
Houghton, John W. ’42 & Muriel E. ’44 Memorial Scholarship 8,410 11,163
Houghton, Lloyd and Villa Fund 157,011 154,193
Houston, George L. Forestry Fund 200,756 195,235
Houston, George L. Fund 12,036,931 10,776,353
Hovey, Christopher Fund to Support the Ann Taylor Hovey  
    Butterfly & Hummingbird Garden 6,359 6,206
Hovey, Christopher J. Alumni House Endowment 9,087 8,908
Howe, Jim ’69 Memorial Scholarship 4,018 3,936
Howes, Leroy F. Scholarship 35,737 36,479
Huang, Raymond L. & Florinda F. Scholarship 72,767 65,214
Humphrey PaCEsetter Scholarship 53,000 55,334
Humphrey, Doris Roberts, H. Lawrence, and George Lawrence  
    4-H Scholarship Endowment 10,000 11,742
Humphrey, Wallace “Bud” Memorial Scholarship 10,821 14,530
Hunter, M. Perry Jr. ’52 Alumni Association Endowment Fund 10,064 10,133
Hutchinson Center of Belfast Endowed Scholarship 30,255 31,850
Hutchinson, Frederick E. & Dione W. Presidential Scholarship 53,166 55,332
Hutchinson, Frederick E. ’53,’58 & Dione W. ’54,’71 Scholarship 11,348 11,121
Hutchinson, Frederick E. 4-H Scholarship 15,350 15,566
Hyland, Fay Fund 11,789 13,511
Hyman, Carole L. Quasi-Endowment Fund* 5,750 4,894
Ibbotson, Louis T. Fund 55,105 61,220
International Biological Conservation Fund 212,392 265,561
International Students Association Team ’05-’06 Scholarship 5,419 5,457
Irving Chair for Forest Ecosystem Management 1,000,000 972,953
Ives, Sandy Folklore and Oral History Endowment 134,130 135,766
Jackman, Laura Hodgins & Percy E. Memorial Fund 8,817 10,032
Jacobs, Stephen L. ’44 Scholarship 27,600 24,897
Jacobson, George L. Jr. Quaternary & Climate Studies Fund 2,000 2,320
Jacobson-Loring Art Fund 161,647 225,710
Jean, Raymond A. ’65 and Louise C. Scholarhip 115,000 115,479
Jenkins, James D. & Anne Witham Jenkins Scholarship 22,000 23,716
Jensen, Laurits C. and Dorothea Scholarship 65,133 75,631
Jewett Brothers Scholarship 14,375 14,319
Jewish Community Council of Bangor* 551,476 541,206
Johnson, Dr. Robert S. Scholarship 5,626 5,653
Johnson, Marc A. Memorial Fund 8,435 8,021
Johnson, Mary A. ’55 Presidential Scholarship 15,690 17,596
Johnson, William Whidden ’32 & Irene Johnson Rich Scholarship 18,462 17,902
Johnson-Marshall Scholarship 68,317 65,758
Johnstone, Dr. Anne Margaret Lecture Fund (Computer Science) 11,912 11,823
Johnstone, Dr. Anne Margaret Lecture Fund (Women’s Studies) 11,762 12,342
Jones, Charles E. ’78 Scholarship 17,530 20,120
Jones, Laurence A. Jr. Scholarship 26,194 25,726
Jones, Rendle A. ’65 & Patricia K. ’65 Honors Thesis Fellowship 50,000 52,785
Jones, Una Greenlaw Fund 302,290 346,361
Jordan, Kenneth Clark ’44 Scholarship 25,000 25,482
Jordan, Maynard F. Fund 840,943 816,709
Jordan, Wesley D. Fund 16,245 43,653
Joy, Norwood F. and Edith D. Scholarship 22,527 21,908
Kaplan, Arnold and Bobby Prize 20,561 19,998
Katahdin Forest Products Scholarship 8,000 8,103
Kearns, William Jr. ’57 and Patricia Anne Kearns ’57 Scholarship 
    for Maine Business School 11,600 12,108
Kebo Bears Athletic Scholarship 11,726 16,082
Keene, Charles E. Scholarship 198,652 179,621
Keene, Della R. Fund 198,652 179,621
Keep Maine Unique Sustainability Scholarship 20,000 20,684
Kelley, John F. “Jack” III Scholarship 15,350 13,948
Kellogg, Thelma Louise Fund 25,094 77,095
Kelly, Abby Sargent Neese ’32 Creative Writing Scholarship 70,074 72,945
Kennedy, President Robert A. Senior Alumni Scholarship 32,846 32,373
Kennedy, Ralph F. Memorial Fund 1,780 2,252
Kent, Benjamin C. Fund 6,068 18,642
Kenway Corporation and the Kenneth Priest II, Michael Priest and  
    Ian Kopp Families Polymer Matrix Composites Laboratory Fund 45,000 47,278
Keswick, William B. Memorial Scholarship 5,000 4,583
Ketchum, Frank Wentworth ’41 Scholarship 10,000 9,699
Kilby, Lucy H. Scholarship 24,632 36,386
Killam Canadian Fund 25,000 23,410
Kimball, Harold V. Agricultural Sciences Scholarship 93,929 126,315
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King, Edie McVay Scholarship 12,750 12,368
King, Louis C. Scholarship 10,000 9,492
Kingsland, Earle B. Scholarship 17,452 34,455
Kleinschmidt Associates Civil Engineering  
    Hydraulics Laboratory 100,000 104,618
Knapp, Jane Stinchfield Scholarship 20,099 21,138
Kneeland, Douglas E. Journalism Scholarship 25,085 24,350
Kneeland, Henry Wilton ’02 Scholarship 44,275 41,731
Knight, Fred and Jane Forestry Scholarship 22,000 20,808
Knowlton, Ralph G. Memorial Fund 30,879 42,400
Kopel, Byron E. Scholarship 263,500 268,676
Kopp, William Thomas and Frances Ellen Memorial Scholarship 8,150 7,908
Kornetsky, Marcia Smargon Sociology Prize 40,000 39,023
Krant, Patrice M. Travel Scholarship 32,445 32,012
Kritter, Julius H. Athletic Scholarship 92,702 89,693
Kritter, Julius H. Scholarship 67,037 121,928
Krueger, Professor George C. Memorial Fund 55,500 53,466
Kruse, Carl M. Scholarship 6,000 6,483
Kupfer, Romaine Littlefield Geology Field Camp Fund* 5,000 7,089
Kurson, Sylvia M. Memorial Grant 11,906 20,803
Ladd, Doris Dow Scholarship 2,000 2,337
Ladd, Harland A. Scholarship 4,095 10,397
Lafayette Hotels-Black Bear Inn Scholarship 4,000 4,649
Laing, John Dana Memorial Scholarship 26,521 32,452
Lambda Chi Alpha Scholarship 300 414
Lambert Family Scholarship 70,304 68,215
Lancaster, Linda N. Professional Development Fund 207,441 224,092
Landry, Olive B. & Barbara A. Dennett Scholarship 53,363 62,780
LaRochelle, Mary & Neil Scholarship 15,972 16,279
Laskey, Thomas P. ’53 Family Scholarship* 90,742 87,033
Latti, Michael B. ’56 and Georgia D. ’57 Basketball Athletic  
    Scholarship 6,053 8,477
Lee, Carroll R. Scholarship 102,000 104,050
Lehman, Helen “Penny” Mitchell Social Work Fund 3,125 3,121
Leonard, Edward D. III ’65 Lecture Series Fund 48,000 53,419
Leonard, Herbert A. & Eleanor H. Scholarship 17,079 21,611
Leonard, Ralph E. & Anita S. Scholarship 34,105 34,140
Les Trois Amis Scholarship 37,850 36,862
Leveille, Richard R., V. Roland & Katherine W. Scholarship 63,408 64,745
Levitan, Nathan Scholarship 151,994 173,332
Lewis, Abraham J. & Doris Art Award 1,500 1,823
Libbey, Dr. Waldo “Mac” ’44 Professorship in Electrical  
    & Computer Engineering 250,000 275,124
Libbey, Dr. Waldo “Mac” ’44 Swim Program Fund 10,000 10,594
Libbey, Joseph A. Scholarship 50,000 48,877
Lindell, Wiljo M. ’40 Memorial Scholarship 43,246 50,690
Lingley, Alfred B. Scholarship 47,560 96,371
Linscott, Willard H. Scholarship 14,586 17,313
Lipphardt, Sr., Louis E. Mechanical Engineering Scholarship 35,611 41,912
Liscomb, Clark Noyes ’60 Prize Fund 112,095 107,267
Litchfield, Herbert N. Scholarship 2,000 2,317
Littlefield, Lyle E. Ornamentals Trial Garden Endowment 26,712 26,063
Lobster Institute Endowment Fund 198,387 194,267
Long Island Sound Lobster Fund 200,000 189,291
Long, Malcolm G. ’32 Professor of Civil Engineering 248,788 333,265
Lord, Frank J. and Ruth K. Scholarship 300,000 280,263
Lord, George E. ’24 & Louise ’25 Scholarship 47,557 48,438
Lord, Richard C. College of Engineering Faculty Salary Fund 50,000 46,998
Lord, Richard C. Scholarship 61,671 58,334
Loring, Ellen J. Museum Fund 182,115 177,592
Lovaas, Russell and Patricia Scholarship 18,200 17,873
Lovejoy, Kenneth C. Fund 9,830 10,074
Lowell, Robert & Jean Fund 9,700 10,848
Lowry, Grey Memorial Scholarship 19,952 19,387
Lucas, Professor Warren S. Fund 1,750 3,345
Luce, Roger F. Scholarship 11,065 10,830
Lucey, William S. ’61 Scholarship 20,000 20,578
Lufkin, Linwood E. ’58 & Mabel S. Scholarship 25,000 25,389
Lunder Scholars Fund 396,048 400,355
Lurvey, Mildred E. Fund 5,195 5,303
Lurvey, Robert J. ’47 & Mildred E. Scholarship 88,324 85,584
Lynch, Thomas E. Faculty Club Quasi-Endowment* 46,205 75,781
M Club Athletic Scholarship 59,208 57,437
MacDonald, Karl Merit Scholarship 105,000 230,412
MacLeod, Roland ’50 Hockey Scholarship 16,378 17,264
Madigan Congressional Internship Fund 90,000 93,863
Madore, Robert W. ’54 Scholarship 415,059 368,270
Maine Animal Health Quasi-Endowment Fund  
    for Bioengineering* 4,266 703
Maine Animal Health Quasi-Endowment Fund for  
    Equine Health & Welfare* 3,483 4,372
Maine Animal Health Quasi-Endowment Fund for  
    The Witter Center* 2,268 2,078
Maine Center for Sport and Coaching Endowment 26,700 25,905
Maine Christian Association Fund 256,591 254,949
Maine High School Senior Baseball Classic* 6,026 10,165
Maine Hockey General Endowment Fund 34,210 33,230
Maine Press Association Kay Hyatt Scholarship 2,875 2,826
Maine Smart Grid Center Excellence Fund* 80,000 76,127
Maine Spirit Fund 27,116 26,206
Maine Swimming & Diving Fund 287,348 295,461
Maine Vocational Rehabilitation Thank You Scholarship 6,500 12,794
Mangan Fund 100,370 97,341
Mangan, Thomas G. & John W. Scholarship 179,209 173,994
Mangan, Thomas G. Athletic Scholarship 27,706 53,656
Mangan, Thomas G. Discretionary Fund 338,130 327,922
Manlove, George K. Scholarship 3,200 3,583
Marble, Gerald C. Memorial Fund 17,864 19,676
Marcho, Henry E. Scholarship 20,000 19,403
Marden, Ralph C. & Loraine P. Fund 2,500 2,954
Marino, Patrick P. Memorial Fund 10,407 13,427
Marsh, Harold P. Scholarship 111,011 341,002
Martin, Fred L. Scholarship 110,003 220,194
Martin, Guida W. & Ralph A. ’52 Scholarship 26,095 28,854
Mason, Sara L. Scholarship 2,000 4,118
Massachusetts Association of Land Surveyors  
    & Civil Engineers Scholarship 5,000 5,712
Mathieu-Story Scholarship 25,804 25,030
Matthews, Larryl & Marie Fund 4,946 4,805
Mawhinney, Eugene A. Scholarship 41,210 38,370
Mayo, Flora Howard Fund 2,000 2,300
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McAlary, Elizabeth M. & Allan F. ’13 Scholarship 75,000 76,543
McBride, Col. James C. Distinguished Professorship  
    in History 880,289 854,468
McCabe, Jane M. Memorial Horticulture Fund 13,591 13,329
McClellan, Mary Floros Fund 5,280 5,121
McClure, David ’50 & Yoriko Alumni House Fund 38,965 36,584
McClure, Melvin T. Scholarship 33,910 32,916
McConnell, Dennis Professorship in Business 227,670 249,031
McCrum, Richard and Arlene Scholarship 71,667 84,069
McDonough, John and Claire Scholarship 28,185 26,052
McDougall, Robert B. ’84 Scholarship 17,772 18,144
McGowen, Neil W. and Barbara L. Scholarship 28,500 27,966
McIntire, Smith C. & Charlene W. Scholarship 10,025 10,501
McKeown, Jamie Scholarship 39,100 38,157
McManus, Edward “Tim” ’54 & Barbara Fitzgerald Scholarship 293,902 248,160
McNeary, Matthew & Esther Scholarship 10,500 10,876
McNeilly, Alvin H. University of Virginia Scholarship 36,000 36,742
McNeilly, Alvin S. Advanced Engineered Wood  
    Composite Center Fund 21,500 20,877
McNeilly, Alvin S. Alumni Association Fund 10,000 10,205
McNeilly, Alvin S. Alumni House Fund 25,000 28,042
McNeilly, Alvin S. Baseball Scholarship 18,100 18,261
McNeilly, Alvin S. Collins Center for the Arts Fund 18,000 18,164
McNeilly, Alvin S. Engineering Fund 21,500 20,925
McNeilly, Alvin S. Fund* 46,919 40,489
McNeilly, Alvin S. Pulp & Paper Scholarship 18,000 18,179
McNeilly, Alvin S. Senior Skulls Fund 5,000 5,173
McNeilly, Alvin S. Student Innovation Center 8,000 7,206
McNeilly, Jennie Bridges Maine Christian Association Fund 9,000 9,068
McPartland-Good, Sarah Scholarship 28,860 28,058
Meade, Jo Josslyn Studio Art Award 32,059 31,982
Meader, Colonel Byron H. Scholarship 25,000 25,498
Merchant, Charles H. & Katherine C. Scholarship 449,377 436,991
Merchants National Bank Fund 1,045 2,137
Merrill, Doris Paul ’22 & Bernice Stevens Smith ’22 Fellowship 3,000 3,432
Merrill, Howard & Edith Alumni House Fund 5,783 5,925
Merrill, Howard & Edith Scholarship 66,263 64,458
Merrill, Howard W. Fund 54,650 47,523
Merritt, Alan F. & Sheila M. ’58, ’66 Presidential Scholarship 9,500 15,268
Merritt, Marion Farrington Memorial Fund 34,415 74,517
Meyer, Marion Rich Waterman Fund 21,230 28,031
Michaud, Charles F. ’63 and Valeda Raymond Michaud ’62  
    Scholarship 1,000 1,031
Michaud, Felix J. and Rose Anne Scholarship Fund 11,580 12,058
Miller, Alan Fund for Excellence in Communication & Journalism 29,204 27,912
Miller, Harold R. Presidential Scholarship 239,569 349,366
Miller, Sanford & Joanne Collins Center for the Arts Fund 30,977 31,397
Miller, Sanford & Joanne Onward Program Scholarship 65,840 63,513
Miller, Stacy R. & Evelyn P. Scholarship 10,321 10,010
Minsky, Leonard & Renee Capital Fund for the Minsky  
    Recital Hall* 91,175 105,665
Minsky, Leonard & Renee Maintenance Fund for  
    the Minsky Recital Hall 50,000 65,900
Minsky, Leonard and Renee Fund for the School for  
    the Performing Arts 150,664 169,747
Minsky, Norman Fund for Judaic Studies 369,257 408,504
Minsky, Renee Fund 23,750 27,114
Mirakentz, Claire T. Fund for Arts and Sciences 469,172 441,810
Mitchell, Frances Robinson Scholarship 4,000 3,825
Mitchell, Valerie J. Non-Traditional Student Scholarship 6,000 5,939
Mitiguy, Dana R. & Janice F. Scholarship 10,000 9,938
Monroe, Merna/Alpha Beta Scholarship 29,165 59,239
Moody, Dr. Arnold R. ’63 & Donna Rich Scholarship 10,000 10,428
Moody, Elsie C. Scholarship 68,796 132,878
Moody, Norman and Avis Scholarship 22,664 22,031
Moores, Patricia & Alvina Teacher Scholarship 20,200 20,913
Moring, John Richard Prize in Aquatic Sciences 600 901
Morison, Frank P. Scholarship 5,000 15,360
Morrill, Margaret Chase ’43 Civil Engineering Scholarship 80,142 81,197
Morrill, Margaret Chase Fund 11,100 10,797
Morris, Elizabeth A. Memorial Fund 19,561 22,267
Morris, Elizabeth A. Student Outreach Ministry Fund 53,956 56,758
Morrison, Dianne Research Scholarship 10,000 10,087
Morrison, Edward B. PaCEsetter Scholarship 36,065 36,227
Mountfort, Oscar W. Scholarship 74,936 165,387
Mulvey, Mary C. Scholarship 78,290 76,081
Munson, Barbara Allen Scholarship 25,000 42,318
Munsungan Fund 135,930 146,787
Murphy, Henriette C. Scholarship 29,283 34,484
Murphy, Marjorie R. Memorial Fund 12,330 12,138
Murray, Joseph M. Scholarship 66,540 74,172
Murray, William A. Fund 60,566 115,144
Musgrave Scholarship Fund 13,653 14,824
Myatt, Charles Oliver & Margaret Mary Libbey Myatt Scholarship 30,000 30,148
Mykytiuk, Alexander Scholarship 5,460 10,086
Nanovic, Robert and Elizabeth Scholarship* 261,040 218,157
Nason, B. Ross ’39 Scholarship 552,583 455,292
National Center for Student Aspirations General Endowment 506 698
Nauman, George V. Scholarship 1,019,030 1,514,148
Nealley, William Bowdoin Scholarship 21,749 29,087
Nelson, Dr. Cynthia Memorial Scholarship 203,049 190,875
Nelson, Lucy B. & Otto H. Scholarship 141,703 183,884
Nelson, Robert W. Memorial Fund 385 540
Nelson, Stephen R. Memorial Scholarship 5,000 4,863
Ness, Edith T. Women’s Intercollegiate Athletic Scholarship 151,027 146,466
Neville, Fredrica Karber Memorial Scholarship 54,561 88,448
Neville, President Howard R. Scholar-Athlete Fund 58,575 101,261
New Jersey Alumni Scholarship 27,394 27,974
New Jersey Black Bear Scholarship 23,985 24,190
New York Alumni Association Scholarship 5,852 15,537
Newdick, Richard and William Theatre Scholarship 94,000 92,028
Newell, Raymond F. & Celia Scholarship 200,000 181,795
Newhall, Claudette and Gerald Scholarship 20,000 20,837
Nicholson, Arthur III Scholarship 11,786 11,431
Nissen, J. J. Scholarship 69,824 72,734
Normandeau, Mr. & Mrs. Herbert Sylvio Scholarship 10,153 9,847
Norris, Katherine Fund 21,845 24,890
Norton, Annie (P.) Memorial Scholarship 22,000 22,845
Norton, Doris Berry Travel Scholarship 39,275 40,117
Noyes, Richard W. & Shirley L. College of Liberal Arts  
    & Sciences Fund** 43,247 42,005
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Nuite, Bradley AGR Scholarship 135 148
Nutting, Albert D. & Leone D. Forest Land Management  
    Scholarship 260,390 265,880
O’Brien, John A. “Gus” Scholarship 16,750 16,317
O’Coin, Bill Memorial Fund* 200 276
O’Connor, Raymond J. Memorial Fund* 2,925 3,088
O’Day, Gerald & Eva Scholarship 768,398 742,079
O’Donovan, Dennis J. Scholarship 8,700 9,272
O’Neil, Karen Thode ’70, ’73G Scholarship 25,000 26,586
Oak, Donald Fund 15,367 31,705
Ober, J. Larcom Fund #1 (Chair in Chemical Engineering) 2,000,000 2,285,041
Ober, J. Larcom Fund #2 (Forestry Fund) 250,000 297,789
Ober, J. Larcom Fund #3 (Presidential Scholars) 352,389 431,757
Offutt, Evelyn S. Scholarship 31,000 32,032
Oliver, William A. Fund 1,346 1,171
Olsen, Brooke Fund 32,780 31,822
Olver Associates, Inc. Environmental Microbiology Laboratory 70,000 74,824
Olympian Club of Kennebunkport Scholarship 54,258 55,368
Orchestra, University of Maine Endowment 8,582 8,350
Orcutt, Amos E. & Lola R. Alumni House Endowment 13,648 16,889
Orcutt, Amos E. & Lola R. Page Farm and Home Museum Fund 9,531 9,729
Orcutt, Ralph Amos Scholarship 11,834 12,708
Ornamental Horticulture Endowment 24,580 25,080
Orono Bog Boardwalk Endowment 175,613 170,679
Osborne, Owen O. Athletic Scholarship 7,153 9,638
Otis, Arthur B. Scholarship 269,925 261,874
Otis, James C. Scholarship 34,737 33,849
Outstanding Electrical Engineering Technology  
    Sophomore Scholarship 10,000 10,003
Owen Family Graduate Fellowship in Wildlife Ecology 100 123
Owsley, Richard and Anne Collins Center for the Arts Fund 4,000 4,011
PaCEsetter Endowed Scholarship Fund 87,495 89,188
PaCEsetter Scholarship Fund II* 6,643 21,796
Packard, Ansel Alva Memorial Fund 36,750 35,817
Packard, Ira J. & Marietta Welch Packard Fund for  
    the Needy Persons of Searsmont, Maine 283,563 284,219
Packard, Ira J. & Marietta Welch Packard Fund for  
    the United Methodist Church of Searsmont, Maine 567,126 568,462
Packard, Ira J. & Marietta Welch Packard Scholarship 1,984,941 1,986,625
Packard, Kate I. and Georgia Packard Scholarship 9,321 9,328
Packard, Mansfield M. Scholarship 8,224 8,224
Page Farm & Home Museum Fund II 786,149 763,113
Page, Henry and Phyllis Page-Page Farm and  
    Home Museum Fund 605,723 588,885
Page, James H. Fund 500 531
Page-Thompson Scholarship 12,581 11,962
Paiste, Dillwyn and Catharine Scholarship 25,272 25,140
Palmer, Allen J. Mechanical Engineering Scholarship 10,798 10,977
Palmer, Gladys M. & Lloyd C. Fund 39,930 38,444
Palmer, William P. III Athletic Scholarship II 13,015 16,859
Palozzi, Diane Lee Scholarship 1,000 2,326
Parker & Polemis Men’s Ice Hockey Fund 200 179
Parker, William H. III and Joan Currier Parker Fund 5,643 5,484
Parkman, L. Tibbetts ’39 & Elizabeth Kruse ’40 Scholarship 19,436 18,849
Parlin, Charles Leadership Scholarship 5,700 6,187
Patch, Edith Marion & Frank H. Lathrop Prize in Entomology 6,561 9,575
Patch, Edith Marion Center for Entomology, the Environment  
    & Education Quasi-Endowed Fund* 61,293 76,663
Patrons of the Arts Fund 53,963 77,279
Patten, Arnold J. & Theresa W. Scholarship 637,486 667,445
Payson, Phillips M. Scholarship 10,000 20,310
Peace Studies Program Quasi-Endowment* 3,135 3,213
Pechinski, Joseph M. Physical Education Scholarship 13,355 13,565
Peer, Paula E. Scholarship 13,162 13,226
Peixotto Quasi-Endowment* 1,587 2,047
Pemetic High School Alumni Scholarship 35,707 35,591
Penobscot Experimental Forest Fund* 235,485 216,398
Penobscot Valley Alumni Association Scholarship 1,350 4,025
Peppard, J. William & Virginia H. Scholarship 9,219 8,941
Perkins, Thomas Allen Medical Fund 55,494 141,772
Perley, Reverend Samuel S., Dr. Donald Coats Gates  
    & Thomas Henry Matthew Gates Memorial Fund 138,000 120,452
Petersohn, The Fritz Memorial Surveying (SVT) Scholarship 7,935 7,710
Phi Eta Kappa Endowment Trust* 26,486 37,421
Phi Kappa Sigma Scholarship 184,091 197,040
Philbrook, Lawrence E. Family Scholarship 17,688 17,595
Physics Scholarship Fund in honor of Kenneth Clark Jordan 25,000 25,521
Pickering, Frank E. ’53 and Clara E. AMC Program Industrial  
    Training Facility Fund 50,000 46,845
Pickering, Frank E. ’53 and Clara E. Engineering Scholarship** 119,287 115,764
Pickering, Frank E. ’53 and Clara E. Mechanical Engineering  
    Aerodynamics & Gas Turbine Laboratory Fund 75,000 70,260
Pickering, Frank E. and Clara E. Fund* 14,092 17,360
Pierce, Harold M. Fund 5,000 11,441
Pilly, Louise Scholarship 658,248 592,139
Pine Tree State 4-H Fund 528,214 1,027,154
Pinkham, Thomas S. & Virginia S. Athletic Scholarship 30,850 50,024
Piper, Donald A. Sr. and Lorenza Butman Piper  
    LSA Scholarship Prize 5,540 8,431
Piper, Edward H. Church of Universal Fellowship Fund 16,371 16,694
Plisga & Day SVT Scholarship 3,500 3,244
Ploch, Louis A. and E. Jean Page and Farm Home Museum Fund 4,281 4,257
Plumer, Wesley C. Fund 70,643 98,434
Pogorzelski, Dr. Henry A. University of Maine Fund  
    for Advanced Mathematics 1,300 1,385
Pooler, Anne E. Scholarship 21,285 22,530
Portland Club of University of Maine Alumnae Scholarship 1,340 1,354
Potato Association of America Endowment 138,441 142,357
Poulin, James E. M.D. Scholarship 18,374 27,400
Praderio, Jeanette & Paul ’49 Scholarship 10,000 10,259
Pratt, Matthew Scholarship 25,000 24,958
Presnell, Donald F. Basketball Endowment 10,000 9,708
Prince, Elbert and Phyllis Fund 47,222 57,937
Prisk, Nancy Fund for Native Americans and Peace Studies 10,000 8,947
Profita, Josephine M. ’38 Scholarship 20,000 20,184
Puckerbrush Review Endowment Fund 135 146
Pullen, Winston E. & Mary N. Page Farm and Home Museum Fund 30,830 29,894
Radgowski, Carol A. Memorial Scholarship 31,580 30,558
Radke, Frederick H. Memorial Award 6,385 9,752
Radke, Frederick Undergraduate Research Fund 50,100 45,791
Rake, Beatrice M. Scholarship 42,429 40,022
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Ramig, Joan Look Scholarship 4,390 4,262
Ranger, Hubert O. & Patricia B. Chemistry Department Fund 3,395 3,429
Reading Recovery Endowment 1,935 2,643
Reed Family Scholarship 20,000 21,269
Reed, Dr. Carolyn E. ’72 M. D. Pre-Medical Honors  
    Thesis Fellowship 49,187 48,405
Reed, John ’89 Scholarship 33,999 104,465
Reed, Mary Florence Scholarship 37,891 38,913
Reid, Edward R. Scholarship Fund 7,762 10,982
Reid, William S. ’28 and Ruth B. Reid Scholarship 14,960 16,183
Reynolds, Dr. Beatrice K. Scholarship 100,000 88,965
Rezendes, Jacqueline Beau & Dennis Honors Arts  
    and Citizenship Curriculum 732,248 731,071
Rezendes, Jacqueline Beau & Dennis Honors College  
    Global Service Fund 101,666 98,783
Rezendes, John M. Ethics Fund 205,835 203,692
Rezendes, John M. Sculpture Endowment* 12,880 21,643
Rezendes, Martina S. Recording Studio Endowment 26,995 33,508
Rezendes, Martina S. Scholarship 102,796 99,868
Rhode Island Alumni Association Scholarship 1,530 4,702
Rhode Island Society of Professional Land Surveyors Scholarship 6,000 5,493
Rich, Franklin W. ’39 Scholarship 4,831 4,945
Rich, Nathan Harold Jr. & Jeanne Soule Rich Scholarship 22,175 22,450
Rich, Wayne S. 4-H Scholarship 17,974 18,570
Richards, Pat I. Scholarship Fund for Social Work 10,400 10,783
Rideout, Marguerite W. & Raymond M. Rideout, Jr. Scholarship 200,000 193,961
Rines, Thomas & Pinkham Family Fund 10,575 10,297
Riviere, Lee Cheetham Memorial Scholarship 17,845 24,032
Robbins, Lawrence & Louise Forestry or Forest Management  
    Technology Scholarship 15,000 23,418
Robbins, Louise Hill ’33 Memorial Scholarship 10,000 13,165
Robbins, Winston C. ’32 Environmental Engineering Scholarship 10,885 12,298
Roberts, Christine M. Fund 14,570 15,319
Roberts, Dorothy Baker Scholarship 101,084 95,366
Robie, Frederick Jr. & Thelma Crossland Robie Scholarship 52,869 51,816
Rochester Alumni Chapter Fund 550 565
Rochester Alumni Chapter-Advanced Manufacturing  
    Center Lab Endowment 142,516 138,140
Rockwell, W. Gordon Scholarship 75,000 72,814
Rogerson, Ron ’66 Football Fund* 12,350 11,747
Romanyshyn, John Scholarship 2,000 2,348
Rosen, Lawrence & Lillian Scholarship 98,107 97,627
Rowe, Catharine L. ’38 Alumni House 2,680 2,617
Rowe, Catharine L. ’38 Student Aid 2,680 2,694
Rowe, James S. ’74 and Judith Mullen Rowe ’74 Scholarship 20,000 20,054
Roxby, Susan Elliott Judd Memorial Scholarship 20,576 19,782
Roy, Robert J. Sr. Memorial Baseball Scholarship 1,587 2,390
Rumpho-Kennedy, Dr. Mary Scholarship 54,824 53,531
Saliba, Samuel Memorial Scholarship 50,000 46,138
Sanders, Claire S. ’34 Scholarship 21,405 20,115
Sanger, David Anthropology Award 6,750 6,885
Sargent Corporation Scholarship 301,000 369,567
Sargent, Herbert E. Construction Management  
    & Civil Engineering Scholarship 125,000 118,063
Sargent, Herbert E. Scholarship 111,063 110,157
Sargent, James G. Scholarship 55,000 53,441
Saunders, Henry W. & Marjorie H. Fund* 75,994 77,319
Saunders, Henry W. and Marjorie H. Health Education  
    Scholarship* 36,564 50,834
Saunders, Henry W. Distinguished Professorship in Forestry 136,925 229,542
Savage, Tom and Sally Fund* 75,859 91,128
Savage, Tom and Sally Scholarship 20,000 19,463
Sawyer, Charles W. Jr. & Barbara C. Fund 62,600 61,978
Sawyer, Neil G. Scholarship 3,190 3,148
Scamman, William F. Scholarship 72,839 135,838
Scarborough Scholarship 20,000 20,512
Schenck, Garret Fund 1,788,828 1,734,815
Schildknecht, Ruth Stebbins & Edmund G. Art Fund 76,969 100,559
Schmidlin, John R. Football Scholarship 122,496 118,828
Schoenberger, Walter S. Scholarship 10,220 10,244
Schomaker, Charles E. Scholarship 775,292 760,607
Schomaker, Peggy K. Scholarship 775,292 760,607
School of Engineering Technology Faculty Scholarship 1,016 1,309
School of Forest Resources Director’s Fund II 129,000 130,852
School of Nursing Assistance Fund 7,643 7,999
School of Policy and International Affairs* 105,276 112,713
School of Policy and International Affairs Endowment 204,359 206,355
Schrumpf, Mildred “Brownie” Scholarship 7,359 12,174
Schrumpf, William E. & Mildred B. Scholarship 92,011 93,906
Sea-Run Atlantic Salmon Memorial Fund 2,480 2,460
Sebago Technics Scholarship 88,980 85,161
Senior Alumni Scholarship 539,772 626,986
Senior College of the University of Maine’s Hutchinson Center  
    Memorial Endowment 26,500 35,245
Senior College Quasi Endowment* 5,000 8,835
Senior Skull Centennial Fund 51,110 49,499
Sennett, Lincoln A. & Alice R. Memorial Scholarship 20,566 19,891
Sezak, Sam ’31 Intramural Athletic Fund 2,500 3,439
Sezak, Sam ’31 Memorial Fund 23,898 23,224
Sezak, Thomas L. ’59 Memorial Scholarship 12,505 21,158
Shands, Wayland A. Scholarship 30,203 29,297
Shaw Fund, The 11,070 11,564
Shaw, Butch Basketball Scholarship 4,785 5,741
Shaw, Merle B. Scholarship 524,449 918,366
Sheay, Ronald J. ’55 & Rev. Virginia M. Sheay Forestry  
    Scholarship 20,000 20,494
Sheffield, Durant and Fumiko T. Scholarship 50,000 48,658
Sheppard, Edmund M. Scholarship 32,210 32,848
Shields, Thomas O. Scholarship 50,327 49,007
Shoemaker, David E. Endowment for the Hudson Museum 5,725 5,554
Shyka, Andrew J. Surveying (SVT) Scholarship 15,746 15,405
Sidell Family Fund 440 417
Sidell, Bruce D. Scholarship 28,272 27,632
Sigma Phi Epsilon Graduating Senior Fund 2,450 2,376
Silver, Alex & Edith Scholarship 97,135 90,341
Simpson, Geddes W. Lecture Series Fund 51,281 50,537
Simpson, John & Betsy Fund 10,050 9,757
Sinclair, John G. Scholarship 32,323 41,076
Singh,  Rajendra & Neera Engineering Scholarship 112,000 106,157
Skillin, John A. Memorial Scholarship 10,265 10,379
Sklar, Ben Scholarship 2,500 4,859
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Skoufis, Helen M. & Peter J. Scholarship 72,901 70,895
Sleight, Earland K. and Ina M. Scholarship 25,000 23,295
Smalley, Charles T. Fund 198,106 280,716
Smallidge, Allan L. Scholarship 34,886 31,512
Smart, Atwood O. & June P. Scholarship 22,000 22,445
Smilgys, Daniel William ’84 Memorial Scholarship 3,000 4,660
Smith, Charles B. Jr. & J. Alice Alpha Gamma Rho Fund 10,000 9,979
Smith, Charles B. Jr. & J. Alice Museum Fund 20,000 19,396
Smith, Duane A. ’59 Memorial Scholarship 8,100 7,864
Smith, Margaret Chase Public Affairs Scholarship 101,907 122,386
Smith, Norman Memorial Fund #2 16,448 16,265
Smith, Owen H. ’41 and Louisa W. Scholarship 25,558 26,025
Smith, Roger W. and Mabelle Ashworth Scholarship 24,600 24,121
Smith, Samantha Scholarship Fund 49,000 47,390
Smith, Samantha Statue Maintenance Fund* 4,000 4,352
Smyth, J. Robert Scholarship 24,574 23,888
Snow, William Freeman Scholarship 21,974 21,833
Soares, Michael D. Scholarship 1,000 1,001
Sociology Enhancement Fund 220,168 209,362
Somers, Dwight L. ’34 Fund 234,975 258,505
Soule, Hayden M. & Jeanne C. Scholarship 34,330 34,560
SPIFFY Endowment Fund 18,802 18,437
Spiller, Mayor Philip D. Memorial Scholarship* 19,000 17,744
Spirit Words Fund* 3,528 5,490
Springer, Estelle Phillips Scholarship 5,763 5,541
Stagg, Howard J. III Scholarship 11,384 11,043
Stanhope, Charles V. ’71 Honors College Study Abroad  
    Fellowship Endowment 22,500 24,304
Staples, Basil G. & Jeannette M. Student Work Experience Fund 17,940 25,626
Staples, Basil G. ’35 Visiting Lecturer Fund 113,042 152,047
Staples, Lt. Col. Bruce W. ’66 USAF/ANG Scholarship 23,000 24,127
Stearns, Austin & Ida Scholarship 20,120 20,488
Stearns, Benedict R. and Alta L. Agriculture Scholarship 119,425 124,284
Stephens, George Jr. and Eugenia Doris Averill Farmington  
    Scholarship 195,058 183,511
Stephens, George Jr. and Eugenia Doris Averill Fund* 9,400 8,562
Stephens, George Jr. and Eugenia Doris Averill Orono Scholarship 195,058 183,511
Stephenson, Rachael E. ’33 Memorial Fund 24,145 23,079
Stetson, Betty Roberts Memorial Scholarship 5,233 4,853
Stetson, Norman B. Scholarship 34,000 33,814
Stevens, Colonel Albert W. Alumni House Endowment Fund 5,000 6,596
Stevens, Daniel T. & Edith D. Fund 28,040 26,577
Stevens, Greg C. ’71 Scholarship 47,437 43,260
Stewart, Alice R. Fund 265,625 257,895
Stewart, Dean John E. Memorial Scholarship for Mathemathics  
    Students Fund 50,540 50,246
Stewart, John E. 2007 Prof. of Mathematics Dean of Men  
    Scholarship 3,200 3,178
Stewart, Professor Alice R. Canadian-American History  
    Graduate Student Fellowship 200,000 198,818
Stickney, Charles E. Jr. Fund 48,337 50,456
Stickney, Charles, Jr. Class of ’44 School of Performing Arts  
    Excellence Fund 8,100 8,100
Stickney, Fernald S. Fund 6,629 10,396
Stillings, Dr. Bruce R. ’58 & Suzanne Littlefield ’60 Scholarship 23,811 21,551
Stillman Memorial Scholarship Fund* - 46,296
Stinchfield, Helen Louise ’18 Memorial Scholarship 345,290 348,239
Stone, John & Evelyn Gilmore Scholarship 55,131 56,927
Storm, Ruth Daggett ’29 Memorial Scholarship 9,803 12,927
Stoughton, Gerald E. and Harriet N. Scholarship 124,935 119,442
Stratton, Boyd B. & Gwendolyn Fish Stratton Scholarship 25,000 24,279
Strickland, Anna Fund 24,075 61,061
Struchtemeyer, Roland A. Scholarship 5,670 7,834
Student Government Leadership Award* 25,916 36,130
Student Leader Support Fund 100 102
Students and Standardbreds Endowment 150 148
Sturgeon, Lloyd E. Memorial Fund 20,588 19,967
Stymiest, Emerson A. & Lila C. Track Fund 159,577 163,021
Stymiest, Emerson A. & Lila C. Track Scholarship 39,967 41,682
Styrna, Ed Scholarship 12,884 19,250
Styrna, Edmund Coachship in Track 100,000 139,979
Supple, Robert V. and Evelyn Hasbrouck Scholarship 100,000 127,595
Surveying Associations of New England SVT  
    Photogrammetry Lab Fund 50,000 54,509
Susi, Dominick F. II Scholarship 2,875 3,672
Sustainable Agriculture Improvement Quasi-Endowment Fund* 3,300 3,329
Sutton, Harry E. ’09 Scholarship 43,144 41,841
Swain, Loring R. ’32 Fund for Engineering Students 13,700 15,176
Swain, Loring R. ’32 Scholarship Fund 13,700 16,084
Sweetman, Marion Devoe Memorial Fund 6,631 12,350
Sweetser, Thomas C. Jr. and Mildred B. Sweetser Memorial  
    Scholarship 10,420 10,642
Sweetser, William Jordan Fund 1,200 3,361
Swengel, Kurt A. Memorial Scholarship 34,448 39,154
Swift, Harold Fund 4,099 4,271
Sylvester, Donald M. Scholarship 57,614 55,964
Talbot, Franklin ’46 Scholarship 18,407 19,189
Talbot, Franklin Fogler Library Fund 20,000 19,479
Talbot, Franklin Music Scholarship 18,407 19,119
Talbot, Richard F. Scholarship 62,866 74,785
Tallman-Geery Loan Fund 72,465 108,593
Tarr, Omar F. and Lenora L. Memorial Scholarship 475,368 485,480
Taylor, Frank M. Civil Engineering Fund 500,000 499,988
Taylor, Frank M. Distinguished Professorship in Civil Engineering 500,000 507,798
Taylor, Roger F. & Mary T. Scholarship 33,440 36,380
Team Maine Endowment Fund 4,124 4,294
Terrell, C. F. Fund 412,163 384,685
Terrell, Van L. Fund 1,250 1,604
Thaxter, Esther Scholarship 90,282 88,409
Thode, Isobel Memorial Scholarship 26,300 25,504
Thomas, George M. CFMA Scholarship 25,000 26,096
Thomas, Ruth Coombs ’23 Scholarship 5,000 7,178
Thompson, Zane Albion Book Fund 54,900 53,735
Thomson, Arline K. Fogler Library 100,000 94,798
Thomson, Robert B. Honors Center 425,156 404,830
Thursday Club Scholarship 25,018 24,741
Titcomb, Robert P. Memorial Scholarship 5,639 5,403
Tobey, Helen White Scholarship 2,086 4,225
Todd, Frank H. Scholarship 175,207 236,649
Todd, George D. ’64 Scholarship 75,000 78,287
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Todd, J. Edward Memorial Fund 6,301 6,997
Totman, Clayton O. Graduate Student Fund 92,961 90,154
Townsend, Timothy E. ’74 Geological Sciences Fund 10,000 11,081
Trafford, Dr. David White Memorial Scholarship 2,919 3,809
Traub, Marsha Lynn All Maine Women Honor Society Fund 3,800 3,795
TRC Electrical Engineering Technology Scholarship 83,000 85,086
Treat, William W. Scholarship 65,434 63,771
Trefethen, Professor Joseph M. Memorial Scholarship 51,687 49,661
Turner, Albert M. Prize 2,000 3,887
Turner, Charles R. Memorial Fund 4,084 3,977
Turner, Oscar Treat Scholarship 25,000 49,320
U. S. Army Air Corp 92nd Bomb Group Scholarship 40,700 39,640
UMaine IEEE Student Branch Quasi-Endowed Scholarship* 9,224 10,380
University of Maine Alumni Chapter of Southern Maine  
    Continuing Scholarship 22,170 21,341
University of Maine Alumni Chapter of Southern Maine, Inc.,  
    William D. “Bill” Currie First Year Scholarship 100,104 101,290
University of Maine Foundation Discretionary Fund* 250 631
University of Maine Foundation Maintenance Fund* 92,033 181,981
University of Maine Foundation Reserve Fund* 322,348 490,449
University of Maine Foundation Scholarship Fund* 35,808 32,590
University of Maine Golf Club Quasi-Endowment* 7,479 8,219
University of Maine Museum of Art Acquistion  
    & Conservation Fund 4,000 3,967
Upward Bound Endowment, Friends of 265 322
Upward Bound Quasi-Endowment, Friends of* 4,720 6,100
Urann, Chestina Blaisdell Fund 10,000 30,701
Valley, Thomas Fund 33,657 44,926
Vamvakias Family Scholarship 6,448 6,493
Veague, Arnold L. and Eleanor M. Scholarship 21,776 21,799
Vetelino, Dr. John Fund for Excellence in Solid State  
    & Semiconductors 20,060 19,636
Veverka, David M. Memorial Fund 10,545 9,990
Vickery, James B.  III Scholarship 317,427 307,865
Victor, Joan Vachon ’52 & Milton Victor ’51 Scholarship 25,000 24,135
Viles Family Scholarship 78,711 117,426
Viles, Frederick M. ’43 Scholarship 52,100 50,641
Violette, Hugh D. ’05 Scholarship 22,130 22,210
Violette, Richard D. Sr. and Dorothy D. Scholarship 10,000 9,309
Volk Family Art Fund 39,857 38,740
Volk Family Fund 392,000 336,985
Volk Family Graduate Student Water Quality Fund 39,857 38,740
Volk Family Hudson Museum Fund 39,857 38,740
Wade, Capt. Charles H. Marine Sciences Fund 100,441 97,408
Wade, Ormand J. & Miriam K. Alumni House Endowment Fund 100,000 100,198
Wadlin, Professor George Memorial Scholarship 20,000 19,463
Wakefield, Jim and Karen Fund 40,250 49,590
Walbridge, William Wesley Scholarship 9,664 20,079
Walsh, John Randall & Agnes Annie Walsh Scholarship 20,000 20,684
Walsh, Shawn Memorial Endowment 14,019 14,033
Walton, Celia C. Fund 25,880 31,952
Ward, Gerald M. Scholarship 50,720 49,305
Waring, Dot and Don Class of 1950 Flag Plaza Fund 12,909 14,729
Warmke, Germaine LeClerc ’42 Scholarship 24,660 25,735
Warren, Jean Scholarship 41,000 39,706
Warren, Richard K. & Susan A. Warren Journalism Scholarship 22,050 20,808
Waterman, Georgia Rich Alumni House Fund 3,000 3,556
Waterman, John J. Fund 13,593 21,154
Waterman, John J. Scholarship 10,000 9,698
Wathen, Jack ’52 Memorial Scholarship 7,230 11,833
Watson, Harry D. Scholarship 16,383 17,384
Webb, Eleanor M. Fund 6,149 6,419
Webb, Freeman G. ’33 & Mary C. Track Scholarship 202,255 206,460
Webber, Alburney E. Jr. Scholarship 4,000 5,537
Webber, G. Peirce & Florence Pitts Forestry Fund 234,634 284,431
Webber, G. Peirce & Florence Pitts Forestry Scholarship 210,418 216,513
Webber, G. Peirce Maine Business School Fund 23,853 23,134
Webber, John M. Fogler Digital Library Fund 25,000 22,341
Webber, John M. School of Business Scholarship 100,000 97,609
Webster, Edwin P Scholarship 6,094 5,812
Weed, Addie M. Scholarship 5,802 8,823
Weeks, Thomas N. Fund 3,388 7,572
Weiblen, William and Eileen Scholarship  
    in Mechanical Engineering 20,000 20,684
Weinberg, J. Morris Student Innovation Award 10,000 8,990
Welch, Vinal J. Civil and Environmental Engineering Fund* 15,000 13,877
Weldon, Scott and Mary-Ellen Memorial Scholarship 19,725 19,376
Wells, Irene R. Scholarship 34,221 49,206
Wentworth, Arthur & Etta C. Memorial Scholarship 44,214 84,477
Wentworth, John W. Electrical Engineering Scholarship 11,177 12,583
Westerman, Harold S. Athletic Scholarship 8,979 12,629
Weston, Arthur Athletic Scholarship 39,625 38,504
Weston, George & Helen Scholarship 150,582 153,412
White, Faith Shesong ’38 Flower Fund 10,159 9,853
Whitehouse, Dorothy Jordan Fund 5,174 5,028
Whitehouse, Philip A. & Martha E. Whitehouse Family Fund 500 484
Whitehouse, Theodore & Dorothy Scholarship 280,329 271,970
Whitman, Dana Jr. ’45 & Helen Herrick Whitman  
    ’46, ’49G Scholarship 7,310 7,395
Whitney, Allison I. ’62 Electrical Engineering Fund 131,312 124,275
Whittier, Ralph ATO Fund 5,000 18,582
Whittier, Ralph Fund 5,000 15,360
Wiberg-Hannigan, Calista Sargent Scholarship 20,000 20,877
Wicks, Ulrich Library Fund 4,397 4,266
Wiersma, George Memorial Scholarsip 6,135 6,833
Willett Family Fund 5,241 5,952
Willey, Dorothy H. & Arthur O. Scholarship 10,150 21,411
Williams, R. Leon & Alma C. Scholarship 15,000 17,098
Williamson, Laurette Martineau ’61 ’62G Fund 9,555 9,207
Willis, Susan Bodwell Civil Engineering Scholarship 20,000 20,676
Wilson, Dorothy Clarke Library Fund 10,000 10,477
Wilson, John F. Fund 74,732 80,620
Wiseman, Walt W. & Sarah E. Scholarship 25,000 24,791
Witter, J. Franklin Scholarship 14,374 26,046
Wolf, Kenneth P., M.D. & Fredda F. Esquire Fund 32,728 31,841
Wolfhagen, James L. & Helen J. Award 13,290 14,565
Women’s Intercollegiate Athletic Scholarship 101,844 107,690
Woodard & Curran Kurt Marston Scholarship 5,400 5,365
Woodard, Franklin E. Environmental Engineering Laboratory Fund 124,535 122,602
Woodbrey, Edward F. ’49 Memorial Scholarship 37,224 41,341
Woodbrey-McIntire Family Quasi-Endowment Fund* 31,846 41,243
Woodhead, David A. Forestry Fund 213,779 207,940
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 *   Denotes a quasi-endowment fund which the donor principal and income may be expended.
 **   Includes matching funds from the State of Maine Endowment Incentive Program.
TOTAL    140,087,324    148,298,359
US Large Cap Equity  21.5% 
 Bangor Savings  1.4% 
 RM Davis  1.2%
 Peoples United  1.8%
 Vanguard Growth 6.2% 
 Vanguard Value  9.8% 
 SPIFFY  1.1% 
US Mid/Small Cap Equity  8.9%
 Advisory Research  4.0% 
 Westfield Capital  4.9%
Cash   4.1% 
Developed Non-US Equity  15.2% 
 Vanguard EAFE  7.5%
 Thornburg International  4.5% 
 Vanguard World Small 3.2%
Emerging Market Equity  11.5%
 Lazard Emerging  7.9% 
 Vanguard Emerging  3.6% 
Fixed Income  17.4% 
 Loomis Sayles Investment Grade  3.3%
 Investment Grade ETF  3.1% 
 Blackrock High Yield  5.1%
 Blackrock Inflation Protection  1.0% 
 Lazard Emerging Fixed Income  2.1%
 Emerging Fixed Income ETF 2.8%
Real Assets/Natural Resources  9.7% 
 DJ UBS Commodity ETF 2.5%
 ING Global Real Estate 3.3%
 ACL Alternative 3.9%
Hedge Strategies  11.7%
 Pointer 2.4% 
 Weatherlow  2.1%
 Ironwood  1.9%
 UBP   0.3%
 Fortress Partners  5.0%
 
I N V E S T M E N T  M A N A G E R S
J u n e  3 0 ,  2 0 1 2
Woodhead, David A. Forestry Scholarship 213,779 203,056
Woodman, Bruce Coffin Scholarship 1,510 2,275
Woodworth, T. C. ’ 63 Civil Engineering Scholarship 8,000 8,030
Work, Gerald G. Scholarship 1,405 1,751
Wright, David H. Fund 182,671 160,738
Wright, Ryan Dana Memorial Award 20,000 20,663
York County Poultry Improvement Association Scholarship 3,500 6,389
York, Eric Memorial Scholarship 8,990 9,489
Young, Ronald E. Engineering Scholarship 24,000 23,472
Zimmerman, First Lieutenant James R. Memorial NROTC Award 21,404 20,016
Zoidis, William Scholarship 9,100 9,971
PRINCIPALFUND NAME FAIR MARKET VALUE PRINCIPAL FUND NAME
FAIR MARKET 
VALUE
2012 Endowment Funds
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Individual 
 Donors 
$100  
      and Over2012
Robert C. Burrill, Jr.
Jana Munroe Cote ‘84 &  
 Michael M. Cote ‘84
James D. Crocker, Jr.
Lt. Col. Lloyd C. Erskine, Jr. ‘53
John K. Gallant ‘89 &  
 Lynn Kaminski
Andi F. Hummer
C. Lincoln Jewett ‘44 &  
 Truda C. Jewett
Robert A. Kennedy, Ph.D. &  
 Mary E. Rumpho-Kennedy, Ph.D.
Thomas P. Laskey ‘53
Mary Sue Morrill &  
 William F. Morrill
Dr. Mark R. Shibles, Jr. ‘60 & 
 Elizabeth Colley Shibles ‘60
Linda Theriault
Carolyn Cummings Veillette ‘76 & 
Stephen F. Veillette ‘76
William A. Weiblen ‘61 &  
 Eileen B. Weiblen
Dana T. Whitman, III ‘75
Mary Uebrick Wollenberg ‘52
D E L A W A R E 
Kathryn Morris Andrews ‘51
Ann Claverie Rogerson ‘66
D I S T R I C T  O F  C O L U M B I A 
Daniel D. Churchill ‘63 &  
 Betty Churchill
The Honorable John H. Reed ‘42
Helen Mahanic Skoufis
F L O R I D A 
2 Anonymous Donors
Amy F. Anderson, D.M.D., P.A.
Linda E. Bassett
Steven E. Bonville ‘69 &  
 Jane Survant Bonville ‘70
Dewey L. Bracy, D.M.D.
Dianna H. Brammer
Scott A. Brauer, C.P.A.
John C. Bridge ‘57 &  
 Charlene R. Bridge
John D. Buckley ‘49
Ronald C. Coffin ‘56 &  
 Sheila Nunes
Joseph R. Craig, D.D.S., P.A.
A L A B A M A 
Ronda M. Aurand ‘87 &  
 Scott A. Aurand
Dr. Norman O. Farrar ‘62
A L A S K A 
Lori Wilson Richter ‘89
A R I Z O N A 
Paul C. Devoe & Kimber Devoe
John W. Heyer ‘57 & Gail W. Heyer
Dr. Nancy Scamman Huber ‘66
Ruth McClelland Jewell ‘40 &  
 Lt. Col. Duncan H. Jewell ‘41
Dr. Prescott K. Johnson ‘52 &  
 Darolyn M. Johnson
Col. Byron H. Meader ‘50 &  
 Prudence Pease Meader
Nancy Knowles Moore ‘52
Charles D. Newton &  
 Lois R. Newton
C A L I F O R N I A 
Lois Leonard Barber ‘52 &  
 Theodore M. Barber
Olive Upton Bruins ‘46
Dr. Deborah M. Dexter
Thomas Dombrowski
Adam B. Fineberg &  
 Kathleen A. Fineberg
Ada C. Fisher ‘42
Roger D. Gould ‘52
Dr. Thomas F. Gross ‘78
Patricia Kittredge Hagan ‘61
Daniel J. Hemmens
Richard K. Jacobs ‘63
Sadie E. Kendall
Bernard L. Lehman
Lloyd F. McGlincy, Jr. ‘52
Dr. Valeda Raymond Michaud ‘62  
 & Charles F. Michaud ‘63
Gail Reid
Jennifer Leiane Rideout ‘89
Jean F. Rosse
Libby K. Williams &  
 Melvin S. Williams
C O L O R A D O 
William S. Calkin ‘55
Dr. Lawrence L. Kazmerski & 
Kathleen E. Kazmerski
Dennis Rezendes ‘57 &  
 Dr. J. Beau Rezendes
Lawrence J. Smith &  
 Diana Royce Smith
C O N N E C T I C U T 
Leon M. Alford &  
 Madeline S. Alford
Dr. John S. Barclay ‘62 &  
 Frances D. Barclay
Anne L. Beechler
‘‘
Carolyn Robe ‘12,  
Honors College Study Abroad  
Fellowship Endowment Fund 
Recipient
‘‘
The Stanhope scholarship 
helped me fulfill a dream 
I had had since the 
beginning of college—
to study art at a tiny 
school in Greece called 
the Aegean Center 
for the Fine Arts. The 
financial and emotional 
support received from 
the University became 
absolutely crucial 
when my mother was 
diagnosed with breast 
cancer the summer before 
I was to leave. Without 
scholarships like this one, 
I literally would not have 
been able to go.
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James G. Deluca, DMD LLC
Kathleen C. Devito, D.D.S., P.A.
George H. Dorion &  
 Dorothy S. Dorion
E. James Ferland ‘64 &  
 Eileen Kay Ferland
Kenyon M. Fort, D.D.S.
David W. Fox ‘52 &  
 Jeanette Bishop Fox ‘54
Lee A. Gagnon ‘59
Dr. John P. Gower ‘52 &  
 Marie Monastra Gower ‘51
Michael C. Grant, D.D.S., P.A.
Arthur H. Hamlin ‘57 &  
 Marianne Schmidt Hamlin ‘59
Ruth B. Harper
Gary Heller, D.O.
Susan C. Jacques
Raymond A. Jean ‘65 &  
 Louise C. Jean
Thomas O. Johnson, D.D.S., P.A.
Linda W. Jones
Donald L. Jordan &  
 Phyllis B. Jordan
Patty McKay Kelly ‘67
Carl M. Kruse ‘54
David C. Lahait ‘64
William H. Lambert ‘58 &  
 Elia R. Lambert
Dr. Roger S. Leach ‘52 &  
 Thela C. Leach
Eugene R. Ledford, D.D.S.
Robert F. Leonard ‘52 &  
 Anne H. Leonard
Melvyn H. Miller &  
 Carolyn B. Miller
Richard L. Newdick ‘53
Leo F. Pelleriti, Jr.
Arthur H. Porter, Jr. ‘69
Steven D. Ritzi ‘86
Thomas W. Savage ‘68 &  
 Sally Boynton Savage
Elizabeth T. Shaw &  
 Lawrance N. Shaw
James C. Sullivan &  
 Georgia M. Sullivan
Catherine Swengel-Klein ‘79
Dr. Joseph W. Warren ‘65 &  
 Susan G. Warren
Walter S. Yaroch &  
 Linda S. Yaroch
G E O R G I A 
Naomi N. Beers &  
 Barry L. Beers
Dr. John H. Brower ‘62 &  
 Moonyean Smallidge Brower ‘63
Dennis J. Carey ‘68 &  
 Wendy L. Carey
Patrice M. Krant ‘78
Dr. Alisa Luxenberg
Lawrence A. Moores ‘65
Dorcas Goodwin Wilkinson ‘78  
 & Spencer Wilkinson
Terrance C. Woodworth ‘63
I L L I N O I S 
Perl V. Farrington, Jr. ‘51 &  
 Virginia A. Farrington
Sally A. Kolin ‘84
Marie-Reine Mikesell
I N D I A N A 
Ernest Boniface & Margaret Boniface
Nancy A. Hanger
Lloyd A. Rowe ‘52 &  
 Janice Boyce Rowe ‘52
Dr. C. Douglas Sutton ‘57
K A N S A S 
William Ashworth &  
 Gayle Ashworth
William G. Praderio ‘77
K E N T U C K Y 
Carol Robbins Wills ‘49 &  
 Franklin K. Wills
M A I N E 
5 Anonymous Donors
Walter H. Abbott ‘58
Pamelia Brockway Adams ‘60 &  
 Dr. David L. Adams
Susan Alfond
William F. Alfond &  
 Joan Loring Alfond
Arthur S. Allen, Ph.D. ‘56 &  
 Bonnie Philbrick Allen ‘71
Darlene Lawson Allen ‘80
James C. Allen ‘79 &  
 Melissa McDonough Allen ‘82
Marybeth Stout Allen ‘90 &  
 Robert P. Allen
Tamay Belkis Alpander ‘93
Mary W. Amory ‘01 &  
 Thomas Amory
Dr. Gary W. Anderson
Mark W. Anderson ‘80 &  
 Lorraine Ostergren
Earl C. Andrews ‘52
David M. Austin ‘90 &  
 Kelly M. Austin ‘06
Mary Honey Bagley ‘76 &  
 David R. Bagley
Josephine Blake Bail ‘42, ‘44H & 
 Donald W. Bail ‘44
David A. Baribeau ‘61
Dr. Jane E. Barker ‘57
Dr. Richard F. Barter ‘58 &  
 Patricia Ann Barter
Jayne Hanson Bartley ‘49
David J. Basley ‘74
Dr. Paul C. Bauschatz &  
 Dr. Cathleen M. Bauschatz
David S. Baxter ‘74 &  
 Dr. Katherine K. Carter
Eugene N. Benner ‘70 &  
 Ellen Minster Benner ‘72
Maj. Gen. Jay G. Benton ‘50 &  
 Hope Hutchins Benton
Linwood S. Billings ‘62 &  
 E. Susan McNeary Billings ‘62
James E. Bird & Mary Dickinson Bird
Dr. Harris J. Bixler &  
 Ann Bixler
Richard T. Bjorn ‘56 &  
 Judith F. Bjorn
Aletha Meade Blackmore ‘48
Edward Blackmore &  
 Mary L. Blackmore
Individual 
 Donors 
$100  
      and Over2012
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Ann Weldon Blanke ‘76 &  
 Dr. Richard D. Blanke
Russell S. Bodwell ‘44 &  
 Barbara Higgins Bodwell ‘45
William E. Bodwell ‘50 &  
 Janet Marston Bodwell ‘55
Mary Hall Bok ‘61
Osmond C. Bonsey ‘52 &  
 Ann McGraw Bonsey ‘67
Joseph M. Boomer ‘58 &  
 Helen Inman Boomer ‘59
Emmanuel Boss
Karen R. Boucias ‘71 &  
 Dr. George L. Jacobson
Virginia Dyer Bousum ‘62
Roger W. Bowen &  
 Barbara H. Bowen
Michael A. Boyson &  
 Nancy L. Grant
Trina Marie Bragdon ‘88
Joshua W. Bragg ‘96
Max Brenninkmeyer &  
 Ruth Brenninkmeyer
Timothy R. Brochu ‘85
Carleton M. Brown ‘49 &  
 Iris J. Brown
Darryl N. Brown ‘66 &  
 Penny Brown
Lauren H. Brown &  
 Dr. Vance M. Brown
Margaret Parker Brown ‘88
Julie S. Brownie ‘70 &  
 Dale Brownie
Orin Buetens
Melissa W. Burch &  
 James T. H. Bulteel
Craig R. Burgess ‘80 &  
 Anita Godin Burgess ‘80
Dr. A. Pat Burnes
Dr. Alfred A. Bushway ‘68 &  
 Esther McClain Bushway ‘70
Paul F. Butler ‘55 &  
 Janet Bishop Butler ‘55
Jeanne A Butterfield ‘89 &  
 Dr. Stephen A. Butterfield
Gale J. Caddoo ‘94 &  
 Dr. William C. Caddoo
Esther S. Caldwell
Polly Newton Camp ‘78 &  
 Dr. Paul R. Camp (Dec.)
Dr. Sandra L. Caron ‘79
Michael T. Carr &  
 Teri Jordan Carr
Hon. Gene Carter ‘58 &  
 Judith Kittredge Carter ‘59
Richard C. Carver &  
 Suzanne D. Carver
Linwood L. Carville ‘53 &  
 Jean Grindle Carville ‘54
Peter A. Casey ‘87
John A. Cashman ‘73 &  
 Elizabeth A. Cashman
Dr. Daniel E. Cassidy &  
 Dina S. Cassidy
Donald W. Chandler &  
 Alice P. Chandler
Dr. Marc Chasse
Dr. Hsiang-Tai Cheng
Marion B. Chute
Pamela D. Chute ‘73
Dr. David Clement &  
 Dr. Elizabeth Weiss
Don E. Coates ‘60 &  
 Alida L. Coates
Dr. Robert A. Cobb &  
 Shayne D. Cobb
Daniel B. Coffey ‘71 &  
 Nancy T. Coffey
E. H. Marcelle Coffin
Alton B. Cole ‘52 &  
 Alice B. Cole
Donald F. Collins ‘49 &  
 Patricia McGuigan Collins ‘49
Richard R. Collins ‘59 &  
 Anne Adams Collins ‘61
Sen. Susan M. Collins
Miriam A. Colwell ‘39
John M. Condon ‘74
Robert F. Convery
Lori Cooper
Robert F. Corkum ‘09 &  
 Jessica A. Corkum
Dorothy H. Coulter
Dr. Daniel D. Covell
Teddi-Jann Covell-Joseph ‘79
Gary M. Cran ‘62 &  
 Estella A. Cran ‘62
Margaret F. Criner ‘89 &  
 Dr. George K. Criner
Henry D. Crowley &  
 Elisabeth M. Crowley
Patricia A. Cummings ‘89, ‘44H  
 & Douglas R. Marchio
Travis Cummings
Albert R. Curran ‘71 &  
 Carol Fisher Curran ‘72
Dr. Allan D. Currie &  
 Linda J. Currie
William D. Currie ‘52 &  
 Harriet Johnson Currie ‘52
Col. Douglas W. Curtis, Jr. ‘77 & 
 Ferolyn J. Curtis
Constance J. Cushman
Robert B. Cutler
Joseph H. Cyr & Suzanne V. Cyr
Carolyn Bull Dahlgren ‘56
Robert V. Damon ‘52
Mary Spearman Davis ‘79 &  
 William E. Davis
Paul Davis
Dr. Ronald B. Davis &  
 Shirley Lee Davis
James F. Day
Peter C. Deane ‘78 &  
 Martha Watson Deane ‘78
Vance E. Dearborn ‘49 &  
 Evelyn Ellsworth Dearborn ‘49
Christina P. Diebold
Albert A. DiMillo, Jr. ‘76 &  
 Linda S. DiMillo
Dr. James F. Donovan ‘45
June T. Dorion
Tina M. Dowling
Everett C. Drake ‘62 &  
 Gail Dixon Drake
Florence Drake
Dolores Amergian Drivas ‘52
Nancy Gagnon Dubord ‘77
Scott Dufresne
Cynthia Cowan Dunlap ‘53 &  
 Dr. Robert D. Dunlap
Individual 
 Donors 
$100  
      and Over2012
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Patricia McDonough Dunn ‘73
Woodrow A. Dunphy ‘61 &  
 Jo Ann L. Dunphy
Gerald L. Dwyer ‘72 &  
 Donna Jewell Dwyer ‘73
Dr. Michael J. Eckardt &  
 Johneen K. Eckardt
Kelly C. Edwards ‘80 &  
 Ramona J. Edwards
Gerald C. Ellis ‘64 &  
 Ronel F. Delano-Ellis ‘72
Jacqueline A. Emerson
Jean Boomer Emerson ‘52
Dr. Maura Hayes Emerson ‘74
Christopher W. Emmons ‘76 & 
 Marybeth P. Emmons ‘78
Mark A. Erhardt ‘93 &  
 Lisa Salley Erhardt ‘01
Niclas L. Erhardt
Dr. Mary Susan Erich
David J. Erker ‘78 &  
 Victoria Kusch Erker ‘78
Erik B. Espling ‘84 &  
 Debora Ellen Espling ‘99
Richard A. Eustis ‘55
Cindy Diane Eves-Thomas ‘79 & 
 Robert M. Thomas
Dr. George J. Eyerer ‘79 & 
 Mary-Lib Eyerer
Willard C. Farnham ‘59 & 
 Elanna Crowley Farnham ‘81
Gretchen F. Faulkner ‘81
Gwendolyn M. Fenderson
Dr. Paul W. Ferguson & 
 Grace Ferguson
H. Allen Fernald, Jr. ‘54 &  
 Sally Carroll Fernald ‘55
Dr. Ivan J. Fernandez ‘78 &  
 Mary L. Fernandez
Joseph L. Ferris ‘66
John R. Fitzgerald &  
 Sharon Quinn Fitzgerald
Richard P. Fournier &  
 Leanne J. Fournier
Kevin J. Frazier & Kathy Frazier
Dr. Stanley L. Freeman, Jr. &  
 Madeleine R. Freeman (Dec.)
Richard G. Fuerst &  
 Joanne Fuerst
Elizabeth Leighton Furlong ‘52 & 
 Charles R. Furlong, Jr. ‘54
Todd M. Gabe
Dr. Brian Lee Gallagher ‘76 & 
 Linda Gallagher
Arnold L. Garson & 
 Susan R. Garson
Sandra Gauvin
David E. Gaw ‘63 & 
 Freda Gammon Gaw ‘65
Peter F. Gerrity & 
 Marie Gerrity
Dr. Harold C. Gibbs & 
 Dr. K. Elizabeth Gibbs
Herbert E. Ginn ‘50 & 
 Adah Patch Ginn
Linda S. Goff
George J. Gonyar ‘50 & 
 Sharon R. Gonyar
James W. Gorman Sr. ‘58 & 
 Maureen M. Gorman
Barbara Sleeper Gorrill ‘75 & 
 Thomas L. Gorrill ‘78
Bette L. Grant
Hamilton W. Grant ‘57
Barbara Sullivan Gray
Dr. George W. Greenwood ‘51 & 
 Abbie M. Greenwood
Dorothy M. Griffin
Eric C. Griffin ‘84 & 
 Colleen Shannon Griffin ‘87
Michael H. Griffin ‘70 & 
 Valerie Ludwig Griffin ‘70
Dr. Virginia Barnes Grogean ‘63 & 
 Thomas N. Grogean
John J. Hagerty, III
Dr. Wayne A. Hamilton
Tracy W. Harding ‘84 &  
 Aimee E. Smith ‘85
Malcolm D. Hardy ‘44
Granville C. Harrington & 
 Barbara A. Harrington
Dr. Paul C. Harris & 
 Joyce A. Harris
Suzanne Kay Hart ‘68
Stuart P. Haskell, Jr. ‘56
Harold B. Hatch ‘61
Donna Libby Hathaway ‘70
Michael J. Hefty
Rudolph J. Hikel
Richard C. Hill
James W. Hinds & 
 Patricia L. Hinds
Earl L. Hodgkins ‘42
Herbert O. Hodgkins &  
 Patricia Hodgkins
Dr. Donald E. Holdsworth ‘52 & 
 Camille M. Holdsworth
Dr. George F. Holmes ‘66
John W. Holmes ‘67 & 
 Jerri Holmes
Harrison Homans ‘52 &  
 Margaret Thompson Homans ‘54
Alma D. Homola
Patricia Honaker-Ortiz ‘83 &  
 Louis A. Ortiz ‘85
Sally J. Horan
Christopher J. Hovey ‘66
Monica T. Howard
Martha W. Howell &  
 Peter Howell
John R. Huard Sr. ‘67 &  
 Helen M. Huard
Dana N. Humphrey, Ph.D. &  
 Barbara E. Humphrey
Dr. Malcolm L. Hunter, Jr. ‘74 &  
 Aram J. Calhoun ‘96
Individual 
 Donors 
$100  
      and Over2012
Ashley N. Robinson ‘10, ‘12G
‘‘
‘‘For us to leave a class gift had a lot of meaning;  
in fact, everything we did 
as a Class Council carried 
weight because we helped 
to bring this organization 
back to UMaine… 
It’s important to feel like 
you are part of something 
much larger than yourself.
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M. Perry Hunter, Jr. ‘52
Dione Williams Hutchinson ‘54
David E. Irish ‘69 &  
 Nancy Willey Irish ‘69
Sarah Bransford Irons ‘57 &  
 Dr. Fred H. Irons
Barbara Ann Ives
Rev. S. Clifton Ives ‘60 &  
 Jane Petherbridge Ives ‘61
Dr. Diane West Jackson ‘93 &  
 Dr. Mark Jackson
Laurice C. Jackson
Dr. Richard Jagels &  
 Suellen Jagels
Todd D. Jagoutz ‘01
Gregory D. Jamison ‘72 &  
 Elizabeth McElwain Jamison ‘74
James D. Jenkins ‘66 &  
 Anne Witham Jenkins ‘67
Helena M. Jensen ‘43
Adm. Gregory G. Johnson ‘68 & 
 Joyanne Jewett Johnson ‘68
Christine Born Johnson ‘82 &  
 William C. Johnson, II
David L. Johnson ‘88
Jeremy E. Johnson
Mary Atkinson Johnson ‘55 &  
 William D. Johnson ‘56
Rendle A. Jones ‘65 &  
 Patricia Kopfmann Jones ‘65
Yong Cha Jones
Robert E. Jordan ‘62
Elizabeth Kalogeris
Stephen J. Keating ‘83
John W. Kelley, Jr. ‘55 &  
 Joyce W. Kelley
Jay B. Kemble ‘87 & Karen Kemble
Dr. Richard Kent
Dani M. Kerluke ‘01 &  
 Cristina Kerluke
Mindy Kezis &  
 Dr. Alan S. Kezis
Louis C. King ‘60 &  
 Edie McVay King ‘67
Carrie Dunbar Kinne ‘82 &  
 Jack W. Kinne
Ronald J. Kittredge &  
 Helga H. Kittredge
Thomas Kittredge
Hon. Jane Stinchfield Knapp ‘71
Dr. John E. Knowles ‘55 &  
 Ann Dingwell Knowles ‘57
Anthony J. Koris ‘61
Victoria Porter Kornfield ‘81 &  
 Dr. Irving L. Kornfield
Dr. Janice Valerie Kristo &  
 Dana G. Smith ‘76
Dr. Gordon E. Kulberg &  
 Carol I. Kulberg
Jonathan P. LaBonte ‘02
Pearley A. Lachance &  
 Alice R. Lachance
J. Daniel Lafayette III &  
 Carla J. Lafayette
John R. LaFlamme ‘52
Kristen Andresen Lainsbury ‘97 & 
 Jason D. Lainsbury ‘00
Dr. Alan R. Langille
Michael B. Latti ‘56 & 
 Georgia D. Latti ‘57
Eda Perkins Leach ‘73 &  
 Roger S. Leach, Jr. ‘74
Carroll R. Lee ‘71 &  
 Gail Gunn Lee ‘85
Dr. James D. Leiby
Eva Woodbrey Lekachman ‘44
Kathleen Lena &  
 Dr. Mark R. Lena
Ralph E. Leonard ‘52H &  
 Anita S. Leonard ‘52H (Dec.)
Sandra Blake Leonard ‘65
Alan D. Lewis ‘59
Louise B. Libby (Dec.)
Linda Long
Dr. Joyce Elaine Longcore ‘91 &  
 Jerry R. Longcore
Bernard A. Lucas, Jr. ‘80 &  
 Catherine M. Lucas
Linwood E. Lufkin ‘58 &  
 Mabel Spinney Lufkin ‘59
Dr. Pauleena MacDougall ‘80
Dr. Nancy M. MacKnight
Dr. John Maddaus
Karlene Graham Mahaney ‘55 & 
 Keith C. Mahaney ‘57
Daniel C. Maloney ‘85 &  
 Lisa Knowles Maloney ‘86
George W. Manlove
Catherine Moses Marden ‘47
Deborah Moore Marston ‘73 &  
 Kurt Ray Marston ‘74
Constance Atherton Martin ‘60
Donald L. Martin ‘52 &  
 Gloria N. Martin
Stanley K. Mathieu ‘65 &  
 Janice R. Mathieu
Anne G. Mawhinney ‘43
Anne Marie McBrady ‘84
Jay P. McCloskey ‘70 &  
 Nancy Torresen
Dr. Mark A. McCollough ‘82 &  
 Dr. Catherine Ann Elliott ‘83
Hilda Hutchins McCollum
Claire L. McDonough ‘01 &  
 John J. McDonough
Neil W. McGowen ‘54 &  
 Barbara L. McGowen ‘54
Stanton L. McGowen ‘70 &  
 Kim A. Marchegiani ‘79
Matthew R. McHatten ‘90 &  
 Kelly Nickerson McHatten ‘91
Michael J. McInnis ‘68 &  
 Norma J. McInnis
George F. McKenney ‘52
Christopher G. McLaughlin ‘09 & 
 Sarah Leighton McLaughlin ‘04
Individual 
 Donors 
$100  
      and Over2012
Owen McCarthy ‘10
‘‘
‘‘
Leaving a legacy is 
important because it 
is inspirational. It is a 
benchmark that future 
generations can strive to 
achieve. If enough people, 
enough classes, enough 
interest groups leave 
their legacy, it becomes 
expected when you 
graduate as a Black Bear 
and not an anomaly.
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Elizabeth McMullan &  
 Kaveh Haghkerdar
Alvin S. McNeilly ‘44
John W. McNulty ‘78
Sarah J. McPartland-Good & 
 Shawn E. Good ‘09
Tonia Nadzo Medd
Sarah J. Medina ‘72
John L. Merrill, III & 
 Erica M. Merrill
Howard W. Merrill ‘42
Peter E. Metcalf ‘02
Anthony P. Mezoian ‘52
Lisa D. Michaud
Dr. Peter S. Millard &  
 Emily B. Wesson
Jeffery N. Mills, Ph.D. ‘82 &  
 Tammy M. Mills ‘04
Leonard E. Minsky ‘50, ‘44H &  
 Renee Minsky ‘44H
Norman Minsky ‘52H
Dana R. Mitiguy &  
 Janice F. Mitiguy
Eldon L. Morrison ‘64 &  
 Dianne Malloch Morrison
Douglas M. Morton ‘50 &  
 Joyce Wilson Morton ‘50
Abbott W. Mosher ‘55 & 
 Kay Fletcher Mosher ‘56
Mayur Movalia
Dr. Kenneth I. Mumme ‘66 & 
 Alice L. Mumme
Dr. James H. Mundy ‘65 &  
 Donna Thibodeau Mundy ‘71
Amelia R. Murphy ‘87
Linda B. Murphy
Dr. Katherine O. Musgrave ‘74
Paul Myer
Dr. Virginia Nees-Hatlen
David J. Neivandt
George H. Newhouse ‘58 & 
 Leah H. Newhouse
Adam P. Nicak ‘06
Alicia J. Nichols ‘82
James W. Nichols ‘76
Mark Nichols & 
 Stefanie K. Nichols
Charlene Leonard Nordstrom ‘65
Dr. Stephen A. Norton
Martin Novom
Travis E. Noyes ‘96
Dr. Sheridan R. Oldham
Kathryn J. Olmstead
Robert Olney
William M. Olver ‘80 & 
 Mandy J. Olver ‘83
H. Michael Opitz
Amos E. Orcutt ‘64 & 
 Lola R. Orcutt ‘69H
James C. Otis ‘69
Peter F. Pacetti ‘76 & 
 Heidi Tinkham Pacetti ‘76
Charles C. Packard ‘55
Gerry A. Page ‘66
Alton M. Palmer III & 
 Susan H. Palmer
Gerald M. Palmer, Sr. ‘61 & 
 Evelyn M. Lutz
Dr. Kenneth T. Palmer
Steven K. Parady ‘77 & 
 Cynthia Comeau Parady
Timothy A. Patch ‘91 & 
 Michelle Williams Patch ‘91
Thomas K. Patrick ‘62 & 
 Linda Gillies Patrick ‘62
Robert H. Patten ‘47 & 
 Stella Borkowski Patten ‘47
Hon. Alan C. Pease ‘52 & 
 Margaret Murray Pease ‘52
Matthew J. Pechinski
Dr. Neal R. Pettigrew
Stephen Pfister
Christopher L. Philbrook
Robert M. Phillips ‘68 & 
 Cynthia B. Phillips
Gregg M. Piasio ‘84 & 
 Laurie Gorman Piasio ‘85
John W. Pickering ‘89 & 
 Dr. Marisue C. Pickering
Helen Deering Piper ‘43
Dr. Justin H. Poland ‘68 & 
 Judy K. Scholten ‘83
John A. Pond
Dr. Anne E. Pooler ‘72
Charles D. Pooler ‘62
John P. Poulin ‘94 & 
 Jane Dudley Poulin ‘96
Gregory W. Powell & 
 Amy T. Powell
Waldo C. Preble ‘52 & 
 Carolyn Preble
C. Ronald Price ‘62 &  
 Gertrude Chambers Price ‘62
Kenneth G. Priest, II ‘67 &  
 Susan T. Priest
Jon L. Prime & 
 Winifred L. Prime
Nancy B. Prisk ‘72
J. Bruce Probert ‘59
Lucy Gardner Quimby ‘90 &  
 Geoffrey M. Gratwick
Dr. Glenn S. Rampe & 
 Nancy L. Rampe
Edwin J. Ranzoni ‘62 & 
 Patricia Smith Ranzoni ‘62
Rudy J. Rawcliffe ‘77 & 
 Sheridan Lafayette Rawcliffe ‘79
Marilyn E. Reed
Peter R. Reid ‘86 & 
 Linda S. Reid
Thomas C. Reid
Dr. Stephen D. Reiling
David E. Renedo & 
 Pernille S. Renedo
Thelma E. Rennebu
Troy B. Richardson
Dwight L. Rideout ‘62 &  
 Jan Lord Rideout ‘73
Dr. Richard R. Riemersma
Dr. Michael A. Robbins ‘85
James J. Roberts
Philip D. Roberts ‘77 &  
 Teresa Lynne Roberts ‘89
Paul E. Robie ‘81 & 
 Dr. Karen J. Young
Patricia Suzanne Roderick ‘83 & 
 Richard M. Roderick ‘85
Eric F. Rolfson & 
 Rebecca A.S. Rolfson
Hon. Richard W. Rosen ‘77 & 
 Hon. Kimberley C. Rosen
Individual 
 Donors 
$100  
      and Over2012
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Judith A. Round ‘99
Judith Mullen Rowe ‘74 & 
 James S. Rowe ‘74
Robert F. Roy ‘42 & Joan R. Roy
Mark A. Rucci
Elizabeth Harvey Ruff ‘56
Cornelius J. Russell ‘87 & 
 Juliet O. Russell
Joan Fuller Russell ‘56 & 
 Gardiner A. Hall ‘57
Dr. Douglas M. Ruthven & 
 Patricia E. Ruthven
Ann M. Ryder
Dr. Daniel H. Sandweiss & 
 Maria Sandweiss ‘10
James G. Sargent ‘59
Todd D. Saucier ‘93 & 
 Danielle Daigle Saucier ‘93
Henry W. Saunders III ‘50 & 
 Marjorie Higbee Saunders ‘50H
David S. Schein & 
 Anita Lauten Schein
Kenneth H. Schmidt ‘82
Dr. Ann K. Schonberger
Dr. Christa R. Schwintzer & 
 Dr. John D. Tjepkema
Ruth Stearns Shepardson ‘45
Dr. Foster M. Shibles ‘56 & 
 Marcella Mitchell Shibles ‘58
Dr. Jordan J. Shubert
Chung Shum
Justice Warren M. Silver & 
 Dr. Evelyn S. Silver
Geddes W. Simpson, Jr. & 
 Carole T. Simpson
John I. Simpson ‘71 & 
 Betsy Simpson
Irwin A. Singer & 
 Susan B. Singer
Marek Skacel
Brent R. Slater ‘69
John H. Small ‘56 & 
 Jane Linn A. Small
Dr. Charles W. Smith, Jr. & 
 Carolyn I. Smith
Douglas M. Smith ‘69 & 
 Cartha Palmer Smith
Elisabeth A. Smith ‘57 & 
 Leslie H. Smith ‘63
Gary W. Smith ‘59 & 
 Barbara Cole Smith ‘59
Dr. Laurence D. Smith & 
 Linda K. Silka
Owen M. Smith ‘52
Rebecca Marie Smith ‘08
Scott R. Smith ‘84 & 
 Lynn Savage Smith ‘87
Tracy Jean Smith ‘89 & 
 Victor J. Smith ‘91
Mary Dirks Snyder ‘49 & 
 Dr. Ralph M. Snyder ‘50
Michael D. Soares ‘92
William L. Soule, Jr. & 
 Lois D. Soule
Jeanne Cook Soule ‘59 & 
 Dr. Hayden M. Soule, Jr. ‘60
Denis P. St. Peter ‘90 & 
 Susan A. St. Peter
Jeannine St. Pierre
Gladyce Baker Stais ‘52
Charles V. Stanhope ‘71
Bruce W. Staples ‘66
Anita H. Starrett
Colleen Falcone Staszko ‘81
James Staszko
Dr. Bruce R. Stillings ‘58 & 
 Suzanne Littlefield Stillings ‘60
Dr. Don D. Stimpson ‘55 & 
 Rita M. Stimpson
Walter P. Stinson ‘68 & 
 Ellen Greig Stinson ‘68
Dr. Robert A. Strong & 
 Kristen Strong
William J. Sullivan &  
 Jacquelene M. Sullivan
Franklin Talbot ‘46
Jeff A. Teunisen ‘96
Dr. Larry D. Theye &  
 Dr. Betty Becker-Theye
David Thibodeau &  
 Phyllis Thibodeau
Don R. Thibodeau &  
 Brenda Thibodeau
Frederick C. Thomas &  
 Elizabeth Thomas
George M. Thomas III ‘72 &  
 Donna B. Thomas
David B. Thompson ‘64 &  
 Patricia Fay Thompson ‘76
Dr. Edward V. Thompson &  
 Dr. Deborah Thompson
Marilyn Page Thompson ‘56 &  
 Arthur H. Thompson ‘56
Michael B. Trainor &  
 Ann D. Trainor
Carol E. Trask
Frances Smart Trefts ‘52
Wendall L. Tremblay ‘66 &  
 Trudy D. Tremblay ‘67
C. Allan Trumbull ‘60 &  
 Cathy Bryant Trumbull ‘70
Dorothy Ullman Turner
Hon. Karl W. Turner ‘65 &  
 Susannah M. Swihart
Dr. Stephen J. Turner ‘69 &  
 Jo-Ann H. Turner
Robert W. Upham, Jr. ‘57 &  
 Jimmie V. Upham
Dr. John F. Vetelino & 
 Leah L. Vetelino
John A. Vickery Sr. ‘64 & 
 Elizabeth A. Vickery
Milton Victor ‘51 & 
 Joan Vachon Victor ‘52
Robert A. Vigue & 
 Nancy J. Vigue
Patricia B. Viles
Holly Ramsdell Violette ‘71 & 
 Dennis M. Violette ‘76
Julia Violette
Thomas J. Violette & 
 Mary A. Violette
Gloria L. Vollmers
Joakim O. Wahlstrom ‘91&  
 Penelope Seely Wahlstrom ‘91
Kathy White Walker ‘95 &  
 Dr. Calvin K. Walker
Michael J. Walker ‘81 &  
 Dena H. Walker
Agnes A. Walsh ‘41
Lynne M. Walsh ‘03
Individual 
 Donors 
$100  
      and Over2012
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Karleton S. Ward, Jr. ‘93 & 
 Dr. Kathy Otto Ward ‘91
Peter M. Weatherbee
Eleanor M. Webb ‘47
George N. Weston ‘51
Tara L. Wheeler
Dr. Gregory K. White
Jean McIntire White ‘52 &  
 Linwood E. White ‘54
Marie B. Whitehill-Mairhuber
Philip A. Whitehouse, Jr. ‘62 & 
 Martha Elliott Whitehouse ‘65
Brenda LaRoche Whitney ‘80
Judith Stearns Whitney ‘64
Sumner K. Wiley Jr. ‘52 & 
 Ida Moreshead Wiley ‘52
Daniel G. Willett ‘69
N. Laurence Willey, Jr. ‘71 & 
 Lorna Rand Willey ‘71
Daniel B. Williams ‘91, ‘94G & 
 Hon. Emily Ann Cain ‘02
Elizabeth Caldwell Wilson ‘42
Kenneth E. Wing & Sharon S. Wing
Dr. George W. Wood III & 
 Nancy Nolde Wood
Franklin E. Woodard, Ph.D. ‘61 & 
 Jean McNeary Woodard ‘61
Dr. Henry K. Woodbrey ‘53 & 
 Dawn Miller Woodbrey ‘53
Dana C. Wright ‘72 &  
 Nancy D. Wright
Jay J. Ye
Paul J. Zdanowicz ‘53 & 
 Eleanor Mahaney Zdanowicz ‘52
M A R Y L A N D 
Jean Bertolini Brown ‘60
Thomas A. Daffron
George A. Dunn
Carolyn Lindquist Foster ‘52 &  
 Dr. Giraud V. Foster
Dr. J. Michael Joly ‘77
William R. Knepshield &  
 Silver G. Knepshield
Anne D. Moran &  
 James V. Ohlemeyer
Elisabeth H. Null
Suzanne S. Nutting
M A S S A C H U S E T T S 
1 Anonymous Donor
Elizabeth Carrigg Beers ‘88 & 
 Robert C. Beers ‘90
Robert S. Bellamy, Jr. ‘08
Harold V. Blood ‘42
Nolan T. Boike ‘08
Daniel J. Bouchard ‘83 &  
 Francine P. Bouchard
Phyllis Pendleton Bragg ‘47
George J. Brennan, Jr.
Paul E. Brooks &  
 Karen W. Brooks
Ormonde L. Brown & 
 Dolores Brown
Donald E. Burt ‘52 & 
 Marilyn Kilpatrick Burt ‘52
Peter J. Buxton ‘61 & 
 Joan S. Buxton
Nora L. Cameron ‘77 & 
 Denis W. Hanson ‘77
Eugenia Y. Chang
Cheryl N. Collins
Arthur C. Conro ‘60
Joseph H. Cromarty ‘78 & 
 Laura W. Cromarty
Douglas J. DeAngelis ‘88
Karen C. DiGiovanni
Rory L. Eckardt ‘05 & 
 Maggie Burke Eckardt ‘06
Albert D. Ehrenfried ‘44
Michael J. Flynn & 
 Christine M. Flynn
Jean Praderio George ‘80 & 
 Dr. Edward E. George
Ruth M. Gerrity
Elisha P. Gould ‘52 & 
 Sally C. Gould
Barry D. Greener ‘71 & 
 Susan M. Greener
Dorothy Moran Hall ‘43 & 
 Edward C. Hall ‘48
Robert S. Hamilton ‘71
David C. Hews ‘79 & 
 Cynthia G. Hews
Jane Wiseman Johnson ‘56 & 
 Charles F. Johnson
Mark L. Johnson ‘07
Edward J. Keefe ‘86 & 
 Lillian S. Keefe
Gerard R. LaFlamme ‘76 & 
 Gina V. LaFlamme
James J. Leger ‘00
Russell Lovaas ‘54 & 
 Patricia D. Lovaas
Dr. George A. Lussier
Ann Groves Manson ‘81 & 
 Steven G. Manson
Corrie A. Martin
Gary B. McAlister ‘79 & 
 Susan Rand McAlister ‘80
Ryan M. McCullough ‘01
Wendy McEleney
Russell E. Meade ‘51
Patricia Healy Mitchell ‘86 & 
 David C. Mitchell ‘87
Andrew P. Nagelin ‘87 & 
 Ann Marie Nagelin
Elizabeth Brockway Nevers ‘56  
 & Richard H. Nevers ‘56
Gerald S. Newhall ‘70 & 
 Claudette Lafleur Newhall ‘70
Raymond S. Nickerson ‘59
Edward S. Novio ‘91 & 
 Catherine Gallant Novio ‘95
David Nugent
Individual 
 Donors 
$100  
      and Over2012
Matthew Ciampa ‘10
‘‘
‘‘
I have had the unique 
opportunity to work 
closely with Russ Bodwell 
(Class of 1944) over the 
past three years. He has 
been a mentor to me in 
many ways, including 
instilling in me a passion 
for giving back to support 
the University that gave 
me so much.
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Joan Currier Parker ‘59 & 
 William H. Parker III ‘60
Ralph A. Parmigiane
Kurt D. Pennell ‘84
Elizabeth D. Perry ‘08 & 
 Michael A. Perry ‘09
Peter W. Pullen ‘64
Ellen Goff Scontras ‘79 & 
 Christopher P. Scontras ‘79
Peter F. Smith ‘83
Brian D. Stetson ‘81
Norman B. Stetson ‘62
Nadia A. Stevenson & 
 Peter F. Stevenson
Bette Barker Kilpatrick Taverner ‘42
Barbara Coy Thaxter ‘57
Mary Brush Thoman ‘63
Kimberly Tompkins
Andrea Joan Walston ‘81
Robert B. Warren & 
 Jacqueline J. Warren
Thomas G. Warren ‘79 & 
 Jane G. Warren
Peggy Given White ‘53
M I C H I G A N 
Brian J. Corcoran & 
 Susan C. Corcoran
Eric R. Fearon & Kathleen R. Cho
Ruth Boerker Siegel ‘47
Kenneth R. Westerman & 
 Cherry Westerman
Marilyn A. Zoidis ‘71
M I N N E S O T A 
Morris Rumpho & 
 Blanche Rumpho
Lt. Col. Lila C. Stevens ‘63
M I S S I S S I P P I 
Barbara J. Laing
Jennifer Hollabaugh
Chester A. Worthylake, Jr. ‘52 & 
 Carolyn C. Worthylake (Dec.)
M O N T A N A 
James E. Mayo ‘72 & 
 Pamela Sinkinson Mayo ‘72
N E V A D A 
David R. Griffin ‘73
N E W  H A M P S H I R E 
George N. Campbell, Jr. ‘71
Daniel P. Christensen ‘77 & 
 Cynthia F. Christensen
Col. Parker A. Denaco ‘65
Stephen T. DeStefano ‘78
Robert B. Donovan ‘52
Ronald A. Doody ‘87
Janet Silsby Dunham ‘77 & 
 Dr. Wallace C. Dunham
A. Harris Elliott
Antonio Esposito ‘52
Richard H. Godfrey ‘50 & 
 Elizabeth M. Godfrey
Muriel K. Graham ‘44
George T. Hamilton (Dec.)
Helen Strong Hamilton ‘53
Alton M. Hopkins ‘50 & 
 Dorothy Lord Hopkins ‘50
Michael E. Jenoski ‘83 & 
 Anna Madigan Jenoski ‘85
Frank P. Kace ‘52
Rosemary P. Kostrzewski
Joelle M. Martin
Ralph A. Martin ‘52 & Linda Martin
Linda Dorothy McGivern ‘88
Judith A. Mclean
Jeffrey L. Meade ‘76 & Sara K. Meade
Thomas C. Rogers ‘88
Ronald A. Schutt ‘52 (Dec.)
Shelby E. Stormann ‘09
Lawrence A. Taylor ‘72
Vivian Baker Treat ‘40H
N E W  J E R S E Y 
Craig C. Bartlett ‘95
Frank W. Haines, III ‘76
Baron B. Hicken ‘63
Dr. Joseph Hummel & 
 Carol Hummel
Kendall G. Hunnewell, Jr. ‘62 & 
 Linda MacDonald Hunnewell ‘62
Catherine J. Hussong & 
 Wallace B. Hussong
William M. Kearns, Jr. ‘57
Kenneth Mancuso
John J. McGrath ‘85 &  
 Elizabeth McGrath
Marilyn Harmon Saydah ‘52 & 
 William M. Saydah
N E W  M E X I C O 
Jean Doty
Jean Lucille Higgins ‘76 &  
 Richard G. Higgins ‘79
Katharine Lynn Page ‘04
Stephen D. Parker ‘73
Paul D. Smith ‘65 & 
 Dr. Fredrica E. Smith
N E W  Y O R K 
Robert I. Anderson ‘64 &  
 Jacqueline Towle Anderson ‘64
James W. Bailey ‘63
Anne Donovan Bodnar
Patrick Boucher
Individual 
 Donors 
$100  
      and Over2012
Pamela Shimmel
‘‘
‘‘
The Onward program 
does a wonderful job of 
preparing students like me, 
who have been away from 
school for many years. 
The Miller scholarship 
demonstrated to me that 
others cared and certainly 
relieved some of the 
mental stress of financing 
my education.
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William A. Brewer ‘64 & 
 Sandra E. Brewer
Colby H. Chandler ‘50 &  
 Jean F. Chandler
Dr. Alton H. Clark ‘61 & 
 Madonna Fogg Clark ‘61
Patricia Haynes Clark ‘75 & 
 Dr. James M. Clark
Sarah E. Cogan & 
 Douglas H. Evans
Eleanor Gross Collinsworth ‘82 & 
 Mark Collinsworth
Richard O. Cronkite ‘60 & 
 Beverly Cronkite
David M. Cunningham ‘54 & 
 Joan Cunningham
Joseph C. Dell ‘56 & 
 Judith Sawyer Dell ‘58
Joseph P. Devoe
Nicholas R. DiPaolo ‘84 & 
 Andrea D. DiPaolo
Carol J. Donovan
Lynda B. Duncan
Mary Moynihan Fogler ‘43
Matthew N. Keene ‘79 & 
 Shirley Esther Wentzell-Keene ‘80
Walter Kiszenick
Timothy A. Lukas ‘80 & 
 Deirdre M. O’Callaghan ‘85
Richard E. Martinez ‘43 & 
 Marie C. Martinez
Dr. Lurana Brower McCarron ‘65 & 
 Michael McCarron
Richard L. McNeary ‘65 &  
 Forrestine Abbott McNeary ‘66
John A. Miller ‘52
Ellen Duncan Mitchell ‘77
Alice S. Molodec
Andrew R. Moreau ‘98 &  
 Jamie Moreau
Margaret Steinmetz Mosher ‘40
John E. Orcutt
Nancy Foster Perkins ‘49
David F. Petherbridge ‘56 & 
 Shirley Petherbridge
Jeffrey C. Robertson ‘66 & 
 Bernadine Dickison Robertson ‘67
Gene D. Sawin ‘52 & 
 Jayne B. Sawin
Janet R. Tardiff
Marc E. Violette ‘79 & 
 Margaret Anne Lanoue ‘85
Kathryn D. Wiegand
Arden S. Young ‘52 & 
 Barbara Burrage Young ‘52
N O R T H  C A R O L I N A 
Elwood M. Beach ‘51 & 
 Virginia Norton Beach ‘52
Ronald E. Bishop ‘53 & 
 Lorna M. Bishop
Angela S. Brammer
Matthew W. McNeary ‘64 & 
 Linda W. McNeary
Marion Waterman Meyer ‘51
Jemal H. Murph ‘94 &  
 Devon D. Murph
Dr. Jane H. Pease &  
 Dr. William H. Pease
O H I O 
Calvin W. Bowen ‘48
Edward M. Duran
Ann Duncan Fetzer ‘78
Richard B. Todd ‘72 &  
 Maureen Fitzpatrick Todd ‘73
O R E G O N 
Therese M. Devoe
Irvin H. Fletcher ‘58
Joseph C. Hickerson
Amie Lynn Jamieson ‘97
P E N N S Y L V A N I A 
J. Henry Cyr ‘52
Mark D. Dulik ‘80 &  
 Mary Dulik
Harry M. Easton, III ‘52 &  
 Jane E. Easton
Dr. Stanley D. Furrow ‘56 &  
 Grete Furrow
Donald J. Harnum ‘62
Kerri S. Leonard-Ellison ‘81 & 
 Thomas B. Ellison ‘84
Arthur R. McAlister ‘52 & 
 Muriel Bennett McAlister ‘55
Robert H. McMickle
Anthony J. Merry ‘52
Grace Rogge Perez ‘45
Jonathan T. Pulsifer ‘55 & 
 Lois Pratt Pulsifer ‘55
Gregory Rogerson
Adelaide Grant Ruby ‘52
Marsha Lynn Traub ‘75
James Watson & 
 Suzanne Watson
Eleanor Zorn
R H O D E  I S L A N D 
Richard B. Allen
Joseph F. Herbert ‘58 & 
 Kim Herbert
Sandra R. Lovley
Henry D. Sharpe, Jr. &  
 Peggy Boyd Sharpe
Dr. Henry L. Whited ‘52
S O U T H  C A R O L I N A 
Dr. Carolyn E. Reed ‘72
T E X A S 
Blanche S. Bast &  
 Dr. Robert C. Bast, Jr.
Pamela Ward Braak &  
 Gregory W. Braak
Richard D. Dumais &  
 Rosemary J. Dumais
Dr. Theodore C. Hansen
Kathryn Lockard-Harkleroad
Alan F. Merritt ‘58 &  
 Sheila Menchen Merritt ‘66
Robert P. Soulas ‘70
Ralph S. Stagner & 
 Shari D. Stagner
U T A H 
Barbara M. Nichols ‘02 &  
 Kenneth L. Nichols
Individual 
 Donors 
$100  
      and Over2012
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Acadia Auto Auctions
Estate of Richard C. Alden ‘34
Harold Alfond Foundation
The William & Joan Alfond 
Foundation
Alli, Inc.
American Solar Energy Society, Inc.
Anthony L. Liberatore, D.M.D.
Associated General Contractors  
of Maine
Avolli, LLC
Estate of Frederick T. Baird  ‘44
Bangor Federal Credit Union
Bangor High School
Bangor Hydro-Electric Company
Bangor Lions Club
Bangor Truck Equipment
Bank of America Charitable 
Foundation, Inc.
Bar Harbor Whale Watch, LLC
Alan & Rose Marie Baron  
Charitable Fund
Bath Iron Works Corporation
Bay Center for Jaw Surgery
Best Chevrolet, Inc.
Estate of Erving H. Bickford ‘55
Bicon Dental Implants
Black Bear Inn Associates
Bottom Dollar, Inc.
Estate of H. Walcott Brown
Estate of Virginia E. Burrill
Cashman Asset Management Inc.
Daniel and Dina Cassidy Fund
CD&M Communications
Century 21, CIRCA 72
Estate of Lucy E. Chamberlain ‘22
Classic Car Services
S. W. Cole Engineering, Inc.
Collins Center for the Arts
S. W. Collins Company, Inc.
Communication and Science 
Disorders Staff
Cranberry Isles Fishermen’s Co-Op
The Helen Creighton Folklore Society
Davis Conservation Foundation
Davis Family Foundation
R. M. Davis, Inc.
DMI, Inc.
Douglas Dynamics, LLC
Duncan Associates
CB Richard Ellis - The Boulos 
Company
Epstein & O’Donovan, LLP
George D. Everett Trust
Corporate & Other 
          Donors 
$100  
      and Over2012
Individual 
 Donors 
$100  
      and Over2012
V E R M O N T 
Robert C. Fuehrer ‘57 &  
 Sharon Ward Fuehrer ‘60
Wendy Sue Harper ‘80
Barbara J. Kneeland ‘53
Patrick J. McBride
V I R G I N I A 
Dr. Kevin J. Boyle ‘78 & Nancy Boyle
Maj. Robert E. Brewer ‘98
Jane Q. Calderwood
Mark Stuart Cross ‘79 &  
 Melanie Cross
Susan E. Davenport & 
 William L. Davenport
Margaret C. Donovan
Heather French
Ronald C. Glidden ‘62
Douglas R. Hanscom ‘67 & 
 Dr. Jane Longo Hanscom ‘67
Algis N. Kalvaitis ‘63 & 
 Suzanne B. Kalvaitis
Anne C. Lucey ‘80
Dr. Arnold R. Moody ‘63 & 
 Donna R. Moody
Dr. Neil B. Murphy
Edward W. Radgowski, Jr. ‘89 & 
 Nicole Radgowski
Capt. Joshua D. Rogerson
Charles H. Ryan ‘84
M. Ross Thaxter ‘57
Michael J. Violette
Kevin Walsh & Lesley B. Walsh
Dr. William E. Zamer ‘85
W A S H I N G T O N 
Conrad B. Bosworth ‘52 & 
 Bonnie K. Bosworth
Jack W. Burkig & Valerie C. Burkig
Myrna Corcoran
Timothy J. Harris &  
 Catherine K. Harris
Crilly R. Ritz ‘81
Michael L. Zubko ‘66
W E S T  V I R G I N I A 
John R. Gagnon ‘62 &  
 Janet Stoddard Gagnon ‘65
W I S C O N S I N 
RoseMarie Knittel Baron ‘60
James P. Leary
Patricia Ranger
Dr. Willis J. Tompkins, Jr. ‘63 &  
 Dr. Bonnie Marshall Tompkins ‘66
W Y O M I N G 
Romaine Littlefield Kupfer ‘45
C A N A D A / I N T E R N A T I O N A L 
Gustav Nyquist ‘12
Kenneth A. Reid ‘96
Dr. Nathan H. Rich, III ‘59 & 
 Elizabeth Sulides Rich ‘63
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FairPoint Communications
Farm Credit of Maine, ACA
FEDCO Seeds
Fessenden Geo-Environmental 
Services
Fisher Charitable Foundation
Estate of Walter H. Foster III
Gagne Precast Concrete Products, Inc.
Gannett Foundation
GEI Consultants, Inc.
J. Frank Gerrity Charitable Trust
Charles E. Gilbert Trust
Ginn Family Foundation
Gorham Savings Bank
Gorrill-Palmer Consulting Engineers, Inc.
Lawrence & Muriel Graham 
Charitable Lead Trust
Grant Trailer Sales Inc.
Griffin & Jordan, LLC
Hammond Tractor Company
Estate of Hazel M. Harrison ‘48
The John W. & Clara C. Higgins 
Foundation
Dorothy L. Hopkins Trust
Estate of Thomas P. Hosmer ‘58
IEEE Fund
iGive.com
Irving Farms
J. D. Irving, Ltd.
Barbara Ann Ives Living Trust
JJN Properties, LLC
Max Kagan Family Foundation
Kaiser Permanente
Keepeh Yacht Brokers LLC
The Kelley Family Trust
Estate of Barbara Jane Kelly ‘58
Kenneth C. Lovejoy Fund
Kenway Corporation
Kittery Trading Post
Estate of Byron E. Kopel ‘66
Lafayette Bangor, Inc.
Lafayette Hotels
Lakewood Golf Course
Learfield Communications, Inc.
Lee Residential Care
Legislative Memorial Scholarship 
Association
The Libra Foundation
Lincolnville Communications, Inc.
Lobster Products, Inc.
Estate of Ellen J. Loring
M Club
Machias Savings Bank
Maine Coast Sea Vegetables, Inc.
Maine Human Rights Coalition, Inc.
Maine Salt Company
Maine Section of the American 
Society of Civil Engineers
Maine State Employees Combined 
Charitable Appeal
Maine Telecomm Users Group
Maine Timberlands Charitable Trust
Maine Winter Sports Center
Majestic Properties, LLC
Jamie McKeown Memorial  
Fund Trust
The Mimi Foundation
Monarch Consulting Services, Inc.
Morgan Stanley
Mountain Garden Club
Nautilus Marine Fabrication, Inc.
New Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc.
Alicia J. Nichols Fundraising Counsel
Nickerson & O’Day, Inc.
North Country Wind Bells, Inc.
Ocean Science & Technology LLC
Olver Associates, Inc.
P&G Fund of Greater Cincinnati
People’s United Bank
Periodontics & Implant Dentistry
Petrucci Family Foundation, Inc.
Phillips Olore Dunlavey York
Pierce Atwood LLP
Pike Industries, Inc.
Estate of Carleton E. Plumer ‘58
Portsmouth Garden Club
The Potato Association of America
PRG, Inc.
Rebecca & Heather, Inc.
Residential Mortgage Services, Inc.
Estate of W. Gordon Rockwell ‘52
Ron Rogerson Fund
Estate of Philip A. Rosen
Rowe Ford Sales
Rye Driftwood Garden Club
Samoset Resort Inn
Sargent Corporation
Seven Islands Land Company
Sherwood Motors, Inc.
Shyka, Sheppard & Garster Land Surv
Skelton, Taintor & Abbott
South Bristol Fishermans 
Cooperative
Spruce Head Fishermen’s Co-Op
St. Joseph Catholic School
Estate of Alta Grob Stearns
Estate of Harriet N. Stoughton
Structural Engineers Association  
of Maine
Summit Partners Inc.
Susannah M. Swihart Charitable 
Foundation
The Wind Reef Group LLC
Third Addition Engineering
Thomas Distributors, Inc.
Estate of Arline K. Thomson
TRC Engineering
William W. Treat Foundation
University of Maine Alumni of  
New Jersey
University of Maine NROTC  
Rec Fund
University of Maine Student 
Government, Inc.
University of Arizona Foundation
UM Alumni Chapter of  
Southern Maine
UM School Of Law Staff
Estate of James B. Vickery, III ‘50
Elsie & William Viles Foundation
Estate of Jessie J. Volk
WABI-TV
White House Motel
Wights Sporting Goods
Woodard & Curran, Inc.
Corporate & Other 
          Donors 
$100  
      and Over2012
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Officers & Board of 
Directors
David M. Austin ‘90
Director
Darryl N. Brown ‘66, ‘69
Director
C. Stephen Coutts ‘75
Director
Patricia M. Dunn ‘73
Secretary
Carroll R. Lee ‘71, ‘74, ‘80
Director
Donna T. Mundy ‘71
Director
Gregg M. Piasio ‘84
Vice Chair
John I. Simpson ‘71, ‘83
Treasurer
Brent R. Slater ‘69
Clerk
Ellen K. Stinson ‘68
Chair
Ex-Officio Board 
Members
Paul W. Ferguson
President, University of Maine
Amos E. Orcutt ‘64
President & Assistant Treasurer
Active Members
Robert E. Anderson ‘60
Houlton, ME
David M. Austin ‘90
Bangor, ME
Eleanor M. Baker ‘75
Portland, ME
Dimitri N. Balatsos
Falmouth, ME
Allen D. Bancroft ‘54
Paris, ME
Jane H. Bartley ‘49
Orono, ME
Darryl N. Brown ‘66, ‘69
Livermore Falls, ME
Craig R. Burgess ‘80
Bath, ME
Meredith Strang Burgess ‘78
Cumberland Center, ME
D. Gregg Collins ‘86
Presque Isle, ME
C. Stephen Coutts ‘75
Brewer, ME
Jon F. Dawson ‘67, ‘72
Bangor, ME
Parker A. Denaco ‘65, ‘75
Dover, NH
Patricia M. Dunn ‘73
Portland, ME
Sally C. Fernald ‘55
Rockport, ME
Joseph L. Ferris ‘66
Brewer, ME
Peter F. Gerrity
Leeds, ME
Barry J. Hobbins ‘73
Saco, ME
Horace W. Horton ‘65
Portland, ME
Edward J. Keefe ‘86
Boston, MA
Dennis P. King ‘71, ‘74
Westbrook, ME
Patrice M. Krant ‘78
Atlanta, GA
Carroll R. Lee ‘71, ‘74, ‘80
Brewer, ME
Sandra M. Leonard ‘65
Bangor, ME
Leonard E. Minsky ‘50, ‘44H
Bangor, ME
Eldon L. Morrison ‘64
Freeport, ME
Donna T. Mundy ‘71
Cape Elizabeth, ME
Kathleen Murray-Allain
Owls Head, ME
Dennis J. O’Donovan ‘85
Portland, ME
Gregg M. Piasio ‘84
Falmouth, ME
Thomas W. Savage ‘68
Key Largo, FL
John I. Simpson ‘71, ‘83
Bangor, ME
Michael D. Soares ‘92
Portsmouth, NH
Ellen K. Stinson ‘68
Windham, ME
Patricia B. Sutherland
Chapman, ME
Trustee Members
Benjamin D. Goodman
Kennebunk, ME
Gregory G. Johnson ‘68, 09H
Harpswell, ME
Karl W. Turner ‘65
Cumberland Foreside, ME
Vice President for 
Development
Eric F. Rolfson
Orono, ME
Ex-Officio Members
James H. Page 
Chancellor,  
University of Maine System
Paul W. Ferguson
President, University of Maine
Barbara Kerr Hamilton ‘82
Chair, University of Maine Pulp 
& Paper Foundation
Robin Treworgy Pellerin  
 ‘06, ‘07
President, Maine 4-H 
Foundation
Kurt R. Marston ‘74, ‘79G
Chair, University of Maine 
Alumni Association
Honorary Members
Marvin W. Blumenstock ‘78
Orono, ME
Russell S. Bodwell ‘44
Orono, ME
Merrill R. Bradford ‘39
 & Wilma A. Bradford
Bangor, ME
George D. Carlisle ‘35
Passed away 11/10/11
Richard R. Collins ‘59
Northport, ME
Dana C. Devoe ‘56
Passed away 3/24/12
David W. Fox ‘52
Hancock, ME
Richard W. Glass
Waldo, ME
Richard C. Hill
Old Town, ME
Christopher Hutchins
University Park, FL
Dione W. Hutchinson ‘54, ‘71
Lamoine, ME
Helena M. Jensen ‘43
Scarborough, ME
Mary A. Johnson ‘ 55 &
 William D. Johnson ‘56
Saco, ME
Barbara S. Knowlton ‘48
Waterville, ME
Ralph E. Leonard ‘52H
Stillwater, ME
Mary-’Vesta Marston-Scott ‘46
Orono, ME
Alvin S. McNeilly ‘44
Owls Head, ME
Howard W. Merrill ‘42
Orono, ME
Lois M. Nealley ‘86
Bangor, ME
Henry W. Saunders III ‘50 
 & Marjorie H. Saunders ‘50H
Standish, ME
Agnes Ann Walsh ‘41
Scarborough, ME
Staff
Nancy C. Chute
Administrative Assistant
Tina M. Dowling
Senior Accountant
Kevin J. Frazier
Chief Financial Officer
Holly A. Hatch
Information Services Associate
Theresa M. Libby
Secretary
Sarah J. McPartland-Good
Director of Planned Giving
Amos E. Orcutt ‘64
President/CEO
Judith A. Round ‘99
Senior Assistant to the President   
& Information Liaison
Pamela A. Shaw
Director of Information and 
Computer Services
Daniel G. Willett ’69, ‘70
Planned Giving Officer
Daniel B. Williams ’91, ‘94
Planned Giving Officer
Officers, Board of Directors, Members and Staff
U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  M A I N E  F O U N D A T I O N
The University of Maine Foundation,  
acting as a separate organization,  
will work collaboratively  
with all entities to  
encourage philanthropic support  
by growing the endowment through  
planned/deferred giving  
for the University of Maine  
and other charitable organizations  
while carrying out  
the donors’ wishes in perpetuity.
M I S S I O N  S T A T E M E N T
The University of Maine Foundation is an independent, 
non-profit 501(c) (3) organization and was established in 1934.
Two Alumni Place, Orono, ME 04469-5792 
207.581.5100 or 800.982.8503
75 Clearwater Drive, Suite 202, Falmouth, ME 04105 
207.253.5172 or 800.449.2629
www.umainefoundation.org
